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Dover designed a special Oildraulic® Elevator to meet the unusual requirements of the Squaw Valley Cable Car Terminal at Olympic Valley, California.
The car measuring 11' 6" x 28' will take 120 skiers (one cable-car full) from the
main entrance level to the cable car level. The car is glass-walled, and moves
in a glass-enclosed hoistway with no clutter of overhead cables or machinery. Total lifting capacity of 45,000 lbs. is provided by the powerful Dover
Oildraulic cylinder and power unit. ARCHITECTS: Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott, Boston, Massachusetts. GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Campbell Construction Co., Sacramento, California. PHOTOGRAPHER: Julius Shulman, Los Angeles. Dover Oildraulic Elevators installed by Valley Elevator Co.,
Sacramento, California.

Dover delivers

elevators to give a lift to 120 skiers at once,
or to a single handicapped child.

At Litchfield Junior High School, Litchfield, Conn .,
a Dover Continental Oildraulic Elevator was installed so that handicapped students might move more
easily among the three classroom levels. Like the
school , the elevator is distinctive, being pre-engineered to fit a specified hoistway size and thus saving on engineering costs and delivery time. OWNER:
Town of Litchfield , Connecticut. ARCHITECT : John
M. Johansen, FAIA, New York City. GENERAL CONTRACTOR: C. H. Nickerson & Co ., Inc. , Torrington ,
Connecticu t. PHOTOGRAPHER: John Veltri , New
York City. Dover elevator installed by Eastern Elevator Co., New Haven, Connecticut.
On Readers' Service Card , Circle 202

Dover Delivers Oildraulic elevators
for low-rise buildings and electric
traction elevators for high-rise
buildings. Write for catalogs.
Dover Corporation, Elevator
Divisio n, Dept. C-4, P. 0 . Box 2177,
Memphis, Tenn . 38102.

Don't
destroy
our
forests!
Nevamar is so close to the real
thing even Mother Nature gets
confused . About our woodgrain
plastic laminates.
Our exclusive Fresco finish ,
for example , not only looks like
wood, it feels like wood . Because random sap lines are
etched in the surface. Just like
the actual grain .
With Fresco, then, you can
use plastic laminates any place
you'd normally use wood ...
without compromising purity.
Or beauty. And in a few other
places too where you want resistance to stains ... scratches.
Send for a sampling of our
finishes and see for yourself .. .
the many creative appl ications .
Fresco ... another example
of Nevamar's leadership in dimensional finish lam inates.
Nevamar: a wonderful way to
save our trees ... and keep
America beautiful.

9.
NEVAMAR
newest look in Laminates

Enjay Fibers And Laminates Company
Odenton, Maryland 211 13
A Division of Enjay Chemical Company

On Renders' Service Card , Circle 203

Dimensionalfinish plastic laminate
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CANADIAN ARTS CENTER

A tight lozenge-shaped site of
36,000 sq. ft. and a limited budget of .)3.5 million were two restrictions imposed on Architects
Gordon S. Adamson and Associates for the design of the St.
Lawrence Centre for the Arts in
Toronto, Ontario. A theater,
adaptable for all the performing
arts, plus lectures, debates, fashion shows, etc., and a smaller concert hall called Town Hall, share
an open entrance foyer-or arcade - set hack under a continuous soflit
(plan and photo
above). Plate glass with glass
mullions allows an unobstructed
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view to and from the lobbies just
inside. Seating for both theaters831 in the larger, 483 in the
smaller-is on a slant corresponding to the 9-ft. slope of the site
from front to back, and allows
entrance for equipment, scenery,
etc. directly to the two stages.
The stage for the larger theater
can be arranged into three basic
forms to accornmodate different
presentations. Skylights at the
second level (right) offer views of
the city and light for changing
art exhibits. Rearing walls are of
poured-in-place concrete; other
surfaces are of paving brick, plaster and natural concrete.

5

COURT FOR NURSES

A wooded ravine that had been
ignored for years at Emory University in Atlanta, Ga., recently
became the site for their new
school of nursing. Robert and
Company Associates, Architects,
created what they call a "free angular arrangement" of volumes:
all exterior walls are parallel to
those of existing buildings surrounding the school. They accen-

What looks like the site of an
.\poJJo "touchdown" is actually
the central plaza of a low-income
housing project called Banneker
Homes in a redeveloping area of
~an Fra11cisco. The site, once a
brewery, keeps this half of a rice
rnoking vat for whimsy; more
seriously, Architects Joseph Esherick and Associates used two
levels of the former brewery
building as the garage and

tuated the polygonal shape by
massing the different volumes of
the school around an interior
polygonal courtyard. An interior
corridor with bronze-tinted windows O\'erlooks the court at every
level. The school is of reinforced
concrete painted white to match
other structures. Closed-circuit
TV links the school to other hospitals and medical agencies under
a joint teaching program.

ground floors of the apartment
dwellings. Seven buildings with
108 apartments (with one to four
bedrooms) are grouped around
the plaza and a play area. The
structures are of wood framing
sheathed in plywood and finished
in plaster, and painted, all at a
cost of $14 per sg. ft.-financed
under the provisions of the FH,\
221 d3 program. Construction
crews were comprised primarily
o( minority groups.
SUPER TOOL SHED

Overlooking a small man-made reflecting pond i11 Cortland, N. Y.,
is the office wing of the Monarch
Machine Tool Company building, Edlu11d division. The offices
are part of an expandable twopart scheme, designed by I Villi am Downing A'sociates, Architects; the other part contains a
factory. The two arc linked across
a lawn; to the northeast is a parking lot, also expandable. The
factory is of exposed steel frame.
and consists of one large room.
The offices have sunscreens as
protection against glare from the
water in the pone!.
6

CULTURE IN CAPE TOWN

The Joseph Stone Auditorium in
Cape Town, South .~frica, is a cultural center for presentations and
classes by the Eoan Group which
was formed by and for the Colored population in that city in
1933. The center concentrates on
opera, plus theater and dance;
these three are accommodated in
separate facilities designed by Architect Revel Fox, and converging at the central stage "tower."
The entire building is exposed
brick, inside and out.

MALL FOR CITY AND SCHOOL

.\ number of years ago the N cw
York chapter of the AIA propmcd a series of pedestrian walkways between l\fanhattan's lfryant and Central Parks; the
ground-floor mall of the City
llnin~rsitv Graduate Center is a
small stq; in this direction. Seven ty-fi.yc ft. wide and 200 ft. long,
it rnnnects 42nd and 13rd Streets
between Fifth and Sixth Avenues.
The mall was part of a $9-million renovation of the center's
17-floor building, and is open
daily to the public. Special events
can be held there as well. Low
rnnnetc bulkheads for seating
and planting make it a pleasant
environment. \Valls are of boardformed concrete and the floor of
blucstbne. Architect Carl J. Petrelli designed with Samuel J.
DeSanto as project architect.

ALL'ITALIANA

International, renowned
for its collection of furniture by
such designers as l\lies van der
Rohe and Ecro Saarinen, has just
opened its new Fifth Avenue
showroom in N cw York. Italian
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Designer Gae Aulcnti created the
15,000 sq.-ft. space focusing on a
1,200-sq.-ft. rnultilevel stage where
prototype furniture units are to
be displayed. Hcvond the stagcset apart by "free-standing columns," themselves containing alcoves for display or for working
space-are areas for specific furniture arrangements for office, residence or whateyer. These areas
are further deli.nee\ by "zones'' of
lighting worked out by Rao] Bernardo with Miss ..\ulenti. Accessories are set off in tubular glass
showcases; descriptions of pieces
and photos of designers arc set
on plcxiglass panes along walls.
7
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VMP'S

association with these "world's largest" companies highlights the fact that VMP is
now the one manufacturer in the movable steel partition industry making installations of this
magnitude entirely with its own integrated organization-a position gained thru our ability to
meet the dramatic new requirements of America 's most progressive companies for innovative
office flexibility combined with low cost maintenance and relocation.
VMP would appreciate the opportunity to share this technical know-how with you-and to
explain the financial factors that "insure your building against higher costs for only pennies''.
Ph one a nearby VMP sales office.

World's Largest Banking Company

World's Largest Steel Company

World's Largest Oil Company

Bank o America

United States Steel Building

S 'Inda d 0

World Headquarters Building ,
San Francisco , Cal.
Offices feature VMP Corporate type.
52 stories-779 feet high .
Architect : Wurster Bernardi & Emmons and
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
San Francisco , Cal.
Architectural Consultant : Pietro Belluschi .
Genl. Contractor : Dinwiddie-Fuller-C ahi ll
San Francisco , Cal.
Occupancy-1969.

Pittsburgh , Pa.
VMP will furnish Tw inline Type in what will
be one of the largest installations of
movable steel partition.
64 stories-841 feet high.
Architect : Harrison and Abramovitz, and
Abbe , New York, N.Y.
General Contractor: Turner Construction
Company, New York , N.Y.
Occupancy-1970.

Rockefeller Center Building , New York , N.Y.
VMP will install over 20 miles of
Corporate type movable steel partition.
54 stories-750 feet high.
Architect: Welton Becket and Associates
New York, N.Y.
General Contractor: George A. Fuller
Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Occupancy-1971.
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VIRGINIA METAL PRODUCTS, Orange, Va .
GRAY Manufacturing Co.

~.-~.-~.-~. Division of The
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Movable steel partitions • Steel doors and frames • Steel library bookstacks
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HEADQUARTERS FOR TROOP C

Scott· Thompson Architects haYe
designed the Troop C headquarters for the ,\fissouri State Highway Patrol so that there would
be a dear separation of staff and
public spaces. The building is set
on the brow of a hill; the public
enters on the upper level of the
two-story structure and the staff

below. Staff offices ring a Communications Center (for contact
with highway officers and police
network), and this center is ,·isible from the public lobby through
glass; it is lit by skylights.
The structure is of reinforced
concrete and steel frame and is
clad in brick and limestone with
bronze-tinted glass.
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DOMED STADIUM

.\ new multipurpose facility for
Idaho State U nivc-rsity near Pocatello replaces the 30-year-old
Spud Bowl. Cedric 1\I. .\lien was
architect of the new structure.
\\Tith a budget of S2.8 million, he
designed a stadium sunk 20 ft.
into the ground that is coYerecl
by a dome with a dear span of
·120 ft. The stadium can seat
13,000 for athletic events; the
uniYersity also hopes to use the
facility for commencements, etc.

!

"
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SIMPLE SHEDS FOR BOOKS

Close to a ghetto and an urban
renewal area in Dayton, Ohio, is
the l\Iadclen Hills Branch Library designed by Richard Levin
Associates. So that the library
would not intimidate the underprivileged young people and
adults it is meant to serve, the
FORUM-JULY /AUGUST-1970

architects planned a simple cluster of shed-roofed Yolumes, each
defining a specific area: adult
reading, children's reading, community room and administration.
The four spaces are joined by a
common circulation area entered
via a funnel-like approach from
the street.

PHOTOGRAPHS: Page 5. Clive Clark;
page 6 (top left) Kathleen Kershaw:
(bottom left), Norman McGrath; page
7 (center and bottom right), Olga Gueft.
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Zipperwall 2 goes up fast and easy. Provid es
excellent sealing and holdin g pressure.
Structural zipper gaskets of Dupont Neoprene
resist weather, sun , heat, cold, indu strial smog,
chemicals, oils and flame .
Single or double sight lines! Single gasketed
mulli o n maintain s neat, narrow sight lines.
Double gasketed mullion lets you emphasize
or heighten co ntrast.
Variable d epth mulli ons. Co mpl etely
reversible, to o, without sacrifice of
performance, cost or beauty. Multiple glazing
thicknesses ... 1/ 4 ", 3/a ", or 5/a" and 1"
in sulatin g glass for greater thermal /aco ustical
qualities. Two insulatin g barriers. No
through-metal th erm al leaks. Gaskets in vinyl
in sulating strips great ly reduce thermal
co ndu ctivity and interior co nd ensation.
Unique, intern al-p ressure- reli eved drainage
system keeps water from accumulating and
leaki ng into building. Special split mullions
and telescoping head m emb ers accommodate
thermal expansio n and normal building
tolerances .
Available as box frame perimeter system.
Uniform sight lin e, faster erectio n time.
An ext reme ly watertight system. Can be
in si d e or o utsi de glazed.

For in format io n, phone the Kawneer dealer
in yo ur area or write Kawneer Produ ct
Infor m at io n, 1105 N. Front St. , Niles,
M ichi ga n 49120.

fVew-Oq~~
A~~ ·~-

KAVJNEER
ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS

AMA><
ALUMINUM

Kawneer Company, I nc., a Subsidiary of American Metal Clif!1aX,

Inc Niles Michigan • Ri chmond , Cal ifornia • Atlanta, Georgia •
Bloomsburg, Penn . • Kawnee r Company Canada, Ltd ., Toronto

On R eaders' Service Card, Circle 205
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The Nassif Building-housing 6500
employees of the Department of
Transportation-contains 128,000
square yards of carpet. All with pile
of 100% Antron* nylon.
The operating partners of David
Nassif Associates explained why they
specified "Antron". "Cleaning is the
whole game. Carpeting is less costly
to maintain than tile.
"We knew there would be no durability problem with nylon, so we were
primarily concerned with economically maintaining the appearance level
of the carpet. A maintenance saving
would enhance our return on investment, so 'Antron' was chosen for its
soil-hiding ability.
12

"We are confident that we made the
right decision."
David Nassif Associates believe
"Antron" was the right choice for
them. It probably is right for the job
you're working on now. There is a
broad variety of carpet styles in
"Antron" now available. Let us know
what you're planning. We'll put you
in contact with carpet mills that can
solve your problems with a carpet of
"Antron"

~

Building: The Nassif Building. Washington D. C.
Owner: David Nassif Associates
Tenant The Department of Transportation
Architect: Edward Durell Stone
Carpet: Pile of 100% Antron" nylon
Engineering Consulting Firm
Universal Engineering Corp., Boston. Mass.
Maintenance: Dynaclean Maintenance Company
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
Carpet Fibers, Box 100-JG-AF
Wynnewood, Pennsylvania 19096
Please send contract brochure describing Antron&.
Name

Firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~EG U SPAT OFF

Better things for better living
. . .through chemistry
On Ht'ackrs' Scrvict' Canl, Circl<' 242

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FORMIC~ Panel Systems

beat the high cost of wood

Formica®Panel Systems 202, 404 and 505 (fire-rated) provide
durable elegance that's easy to maintain.
Before you panel another wall with wood , look
twice at the costs: initial cost and upkeep.
You'll see why FORMICA® brand panel systems
make so much sense . All the elegance ,
warmth , and variety of wood without refinishing
problems. Installation is fast, easy and efficient,
takes no special skills . The tough, durable

surface resists scuffs, dents , scratches,
and chips ... stays new-looking year after year.
The many woodgrain patterns are so naturallooking , it's difficult to distinguish them from
real wood ... until you check the low
maintenance. For the warmth of wood ,
without its problems, specify FORMICA®
brand paneling . For more information , see
Sweets Architectural File 10b/Fo,
or write Dept. AF- 7.

For wall surface ideas,
see the man with
a case full ...
your Formica man .

Leadership by design
© 1970 Formica Corporation, Cincinnati , Ohio 45232 • subsi d iary of

c:=-

c

YA"'",.,.•

On Readers' Service Card, Circle 206
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INNOVATION IN DESIGN. One of a series created for OAP Architectural
Sealants . Design and rendering by Richard P. Howard Associates ,
Architectural Illustrators, Sylvania, Ohio . Harold R. Roe, A.I.A.

adaptability
The real test of any sealant is its ability to stay on the job
-and up to the job-in spite of omissions and errors in
joint preparation. OAP one-part Acrylic terpolymer Sealant is designed specifically to achieve design adhesion in
hard-to-reach joints where application instructions may
be slighted. It resists hardening, shrugs off the effects of
wind and weather. It reseals itself, thus adding a dimension in protection beyond the scope of elastomerics. For
condensed catalog on this and other outstanding OAP
architectual sealants, please write: OAP Inc., General
Offices: Dayton, Ohio 45401. Subsidiary of ~Jnc.
DESIGN CONCEPT. This university library, a simple statement executed in sandstone, becomes the center of an academic area by
offering access from neighboring facilities on two separate levels.
The library design expresses the
newest thinking in educational
buildings without overpowering existing structures .

Wall Safe.
Ha\ e a safer hall with this
fully-recessed Oasis waler cooler. IL
fils flush, provides refre hing cool
waler in 5 or 10-gph c'apacities.
Yel Lhe Oasis cooler is more than
ju L practical. lls salin-finish
slain!!:' s slecl blends with any decor
and is a luxurious touch your
clienl will want.
The unil comes with steel
mounting box and a full five-year
warranty on Lhe entire cooler.
~On

Readers' Service Card, Circle 207

, emi-recessed models available
loo. For details see Sweel's or your
Oasis distributor listed in Yellow
Page . Take advantage of "Qualily
you lake for gran ird" in rvery
Oasis waler coolrr, humidifier and
dehumidifier.
Or wrile us, Ebco l\Ifg. Co.,
Dept. AF-3, 265 N. Hamilton Rd.,
Columbus, 0. 43213.
Do it now, before you forget
the combination.

OASIS~

On Readers' Service Card, Circle 208

WESTMINSTER
As installed in Town Hall, Westminster, London, England.
Fully upholstered, individually mounted on carpet.
Originally designed by Peter Dickinson.
Fully upholstered model by Stanley Smith.
Manufactured in Quakertown under license, exclusively.
Full description, specifications, and prices available
upon request. We offer layout service from your plans.

JG Furniture Co., Inc., Quakertown, Pa. 18951
On Readers' Service Card. Circle 241
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York air conditioning systems and
units are at work cooling every kind of
building, everywhere . Complete builtup systems that utilize York high side
and low side equipment. And package
air conditioners of every kind: air
cooled, water cooled, single unit and
split systems. In fact, York has every-

thing to comfort condition any enclosed space.
York offers Architects much more
than equipment. Because York has
over 80 years of experience in the
design and manufacture of advanced
units - and the application of the
right equipment for your needs . When

you're planning specifications for your
next job, talk to your nearby York
Sales Engineer. He'll be glad to work
with you, and help in every way.
York Division of
Borg-Warner Corp., YORK
York, Pa . 17405.

York. The air conditioning people.
We heat/cool : Homes. Buildings. Ships. Cars. Everything. We make plant refrigeration systems. lcemakers. York Division of Borg-Warner !Canada) Ltd .

On Readers' Service Card, Circle 209

-LETTERS
THE SEDUCTION OF KITSCH

Forum: It is without surprise
that I note that Mr. Helmut C.
Schulitz hails from Los Angeles,
a place in which passion to alter
or refine existence becomes easy
platitude in the market of that
\ast gelatinous aspic. In his article, "The Message as an Architectural Medium" [Mayj, Sclmlitz presents a salad of banalities
that any Yahoo might got at
"·ith gusto.
His first sentence must certainly put us at ease: "Architects
haYe often mistaken agglomeration of graphic communication
all over the world for visual disorder." Hundreds of us who
have seen the chaos of visual disorder, and have tried to alter
that spectre, have quite simply
l1cn1 mistaken. Not only that,
but since lmcksterism and its
icons are "symptoms of new economic, cultural and teclrnological
forces," there is no reason to assume that they be beyond criticism nor to make the absurd leap
to suggest that we restructure our
environments about those icons.
I might remind :\Ir. Schulitz that
pollution from autos, intolerable
noise levels from jets, the war in
Vietnam-to name a few-are also
symptoms of these "new forces."
. \ml, in his entreaty for use of
other esthetics to judge the cityscape, I am assuming that he
would censure our mistaken ways
in combatting these symptomsand have us view noxious pollution through the esthctic of perfume, and noise, as the rhythms
and melodies of our "new technological forces."
The author is in thrall of a
most subtle tyranny-the tyranny
of 11 ow-and the possibly of the
triumph of Mass l\fodia, Mass
:\Ian, and the G.N.P.
l n a hetcrogenous society
\d1ich lacks a common root cul·
ture. the best we have managed
to assemble has been a set of
shared values; and, major among
these is the deliberate, manipulative process of making money, no
matter what the psychic expense
to the individual.
The Mass Media is composed
of people hungry for money and
hungry for power. Not that they
have any moral sense or goal or
iclcal worth a battle. No, the
FORUM-JULY /AUGUST-1970

reason is that they are gripped
by a profound sickness, and
power is the only thing which
will relieve this seizure. The illness is the illness of the 20th
century: totalitarianism, an illness which kills within the
psyche itself. Totalitarianism
comes in any form; it is not just
strictly political. It comes through
the Church, the F.B.I., Public
Housing, Social Welfare-even
through Architecture. Totalitarianism is a monstrous mode of
deadening reality by smothering
it in lies.
This is precisely what "commercial vernacular" does, and,
precisely what Mr. Schulitz
would have happen on a grander
scale. He is mistaken in his
premise that the "commercial
vernacular" is not fully integrated into our Architecture,
and, by inference, into our society. Not only is it integrated;
but such hucksterism is one of
the bedrocks of our society. The
seduction of Kitsch seems to have
captured the imagination of a
wide hunk of our profession.
These Architectural Agnews insist that mediocrity be the measure, since Mass Man is, at best,
mediocre. The measure of Mr.
Schulitz's architectural vision, unequipped to deal with the metaphor of form, is the surface effect
of deeper troublings of man-of
the totalitarian illness.
So, at root, his proposal is not
so much architectural as it is an
attempt to commander that
which is False, that which is
crude, and that which steals
energy from individuals and
aborts expectation, a proposal
which in the encl makes us all a
bit more murderous, a bit more
violent, a bit more insane.
San Francisco

THOMAS R. AIDALA
Architect

Forum: Helmut Schulitz did it;
let us all re-examine our prejudices against signs and billboards
and en joy the vast artistic potential of the message. It took me
awhile to realize that the author
was not seriously suggesting that
well-designed buildings or public
places would be enhanced by indiscriminate application of aleatory signs. After all, the examples
of his own work at the end of his
article contradict most of what
he said before: his buildings or
structures have been designed
specifically to receive messages,
indeed would be incomplete
without them.
The present urban sign chaos

may appear picturesque at a
Picadilly Circus, but becomes
merely disgusting like any other
refuse heap dumped into our
cities. As architects and artists
working with functional or illusionary ornament and supporting Mies or Venturi respectively,
we must control visual pollution
and the false romanticism of the
slums. That does not deny the
tremendous opportunities of the
sign industry to use the messages,
anidentally arranged within a
predetermined frame to be an
artistic medium as shown by the
author's project for the l\Iohavf'
Desert.
But the article posed more
challenging questions: arc our
buildings expressing their function, as outdated as gothic cathedrals? v\'hy not have geodesic
domes, which incidentally would
make lovely billboard supports,
conceal within Dimaxion dwellings or industrial complexes? Is
the return of the baroque contemporary architecture, revealing
its "complexity and contradiction," the true message of Sclmlitz's article?
J. H. OSTWALD
Berkeley, Calif.

Architect

TAKING SIDES ON ZONING

Forum: I read with interest
Clarence Funny's article, "Zoning: The New Battleground"
[May], but I would like to take
issue with two items stated as
fact.
With respect to the statement,
"Space is not available in the
central city areas for modern
manufacturing needs," I can
testify, as a resident of the city
of Albany, that there is much
space available in the central
city for manufacturing and I can
believe that this obtains in other
ci tics as well.
As for, "The job shifts are
non-reversible. The suburbs are
where the action is and will be"
-here again, I do not believe
this is true. If the land in the
central city were made attractive
to investors they would come,
and manufacturing and other
businesses would follow-and the
jobs would again be in the central city.
It is obvious to me from personal observation, and reading
more articles such as this one,
that zoning as it was originally
conceived is simply not working.
One of its major objectives was
to protect property value, and in

this city-and others-property
values are way down.
I offer two answers: one, a
complete revision of our rcalestate tax structure to tax land at
current market value regardless
of use, with no taxation of
buildings. This will provide
ample financial incentive to initiate the greatest round of all
kinds of building the country
has ever seen.
Two, de,·elopment of completely new zoning standards
based on performance. For example: noise/odor level, solution
to the automobile problem that
the building would create, density of people per acre.
If we could encourage these
changes and obtain them, I foresee a delightful mix of commercial, industrial and residential
which could be very liveable and
solve many of our urban and tax
problems.
ALBERTS. HARTHIT\!ER
Albany, .V. Y.

Architect

MR. FUNNYE REPLIES:

Architect
Hartheimer's letter
might be answered by pointing
out that our central cities are
more than overburdened with
adverse spin-offs of superdensity,
pollution, and lack of space for
housing, transportation. recreational and educational facilities.
All of our central cities and
their environs occupy less than
2 per cent of the country's total
land area. yet contain approximately 70 per cent of the nation's population. There is a real
question as to the social desirability of trying to bring manufacturing jobs back even if central city land could be made
"attractive to irffestors," a nonsolution. which in Yiew of the
above has implications bordering on economic insanity.
A large part of my article suggested that traditional "solutions" to the problem of land
use and housing in the suburbs
for moderate-income people were
note likely to succeed unless we
come to terms with the multitude of socio-psychic, sexual and
racial underpinnings of hostility
towards our cities.
Mr. Hartheimer's comments
give no evidence that he is prepared even to entertain such
thinking. Perhaps this, more
than anything else, illustrates
the massive mental inertia afflicting our profession and the extent to which we are a part of
the urban problem.
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If your next

project requires
a laundry...
why not plan
and equip it on
your lunch hour?
Simply have lunch with your American
Sales Engineer. (Naturally, he'll be glad
to buy.) Give him the necessary details.
And forget it.
He'll be back in short order with complete floor plans, equipment recommendations and capacity data. And you'll find
his recommendations reliable because
American's complete line does not limit
his choice of equipment to anything
beyond, or short of, your client's needs.
He'll also supervise installation and see
to it that your client's laundry stays in
good working order. Parts, service and
field engineering help are available . . .
anytime ... anywhere.
Put this professional on your staff. Just
call your nearby American office or write:
American Laundry Machinery Industries,
Division of McGraw-Edison Company,
5050 Section Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
45212. And have an expensive lunch!

Amer':can

American Laundry Machinery Industries

The Rada Thermostatic Mixing Valve has
dual controls. Touch one-and adjust the
temperature. Touch the other-and you
adjust the flow. And either may be ad·
justed without upsetting the other.
Reason: Rada's responsive bi·metal ther·
mostat. It holds the temperature steady
no matter how much or how often the hot
and cold supplies change. This sensitivity
is combined with simplicity and strength
in construction.
Next time you specify thermostatic mix·
ing valves for shower, or in matching tub·
and·shower combinations, specify Rada.
Made by Richard Fife, Inc. The company
that's made a big business out of controlling water beautifully.

Also specify Unatap spray mixing faucetsanother way to control water beautifully.

Richard File, Inc.
1140 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10001
Phone: (212) 683-0745.

On Readers' Service Card, Circle 240

On Readers' Service Card, Circle 210

ovldence Green Towers ,
Southfield, Mich .
1rchitect : Basil Nemer.

First National Ba nk Bu ild ing, Dayton
Architect : Harry Weese & Associ ates .

You don't have to build a
World Trade Center
to get these 7benefits of
USG SHAFT WALL System
®

Tishman Downtown Center, New York City
Architect : Gruzen & Partners .

• Reduce dead load up to 66%
• Speed construction
• Save on structural steel and
other materials
• Save space
• Up to 3-hour fire ratings
• Meet code needs for sound control
• Cut building costs

Architects : Minoru Yamasaki & Associates,
Emory Roth & Sons .

USG Shaft Wall System was developed to withstand air-pressure loads
created by high-speed elevators in New York's World Trade Center.
But architects are turning to this high-performance system-in some
cases, changing specs-for plumbing and air shaft enclosures, stairwells, elevator shafts, and equipment rooms in low-rise and high-rise
buildings, too.
This cost-cutting system (shown at right) weighs only 14 psf compared to masonry shaft walls that weigh up to 45 psf. Reduces dead
load up to 66% to save on structural steel. Speeds construction can be installed from exterior of shaft. Elevator cars can be run ning sooner. 1-, 2-, and 3-hr. fire ratings. Sound control characteristics meet code needs. Wind pressure loading 5 to 15 psf. Saves time,
space, labor, materials.
See your U.S.G. Architect Service man about details, specs, design
data, or write us at 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606, Dept. AF-07.
•Reg . U. S. Pat. Off.

In this non-load bearing assembly, laminated
gypsum coreboard '2!' thick is installed between
metal H-studs or C-channels 24", 16", or 1'2!' o.c.
J-runners anchor panels to floor and ce ili ng.
SHEETROCK' SW Gypsum Wal lboard is screwattached to coreboard .

The reception room
in Sam Johnson's
a,d agency strikes a
contemporary rrwod with
"Mod Dot."

Cal,m and soothing
"La Strmla"
is iIJeal,for
Dr. Bill Philhrick's
waiting room.
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•

''Dominkjue"
gave Rebecca Greei
the elegance
she wanted
in her rrwdel agericJ
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helping people find themselves.
Without question, Evelyn Cunningham prefers
the aura of exquisite, graceful ... French. Her
office and apartment testify to her tastes.
When she's working with her clients, though,
their interiors become testimonies to them.
Just as it should be. Frequently, her specifications include wallcoverings from Columbus
Coated Fabrics. With their three basic lines:
Wall-Tex, Satinesque, and Guard,
she's able to select from over 1200
patterns. Rich , dynamic, colorful,
or formal. Cosmopolitan, sparkling,
provincial, or bold. All for the
style, the setting, the need of her
clients' business demands ... and
expressing an essence of them.
Evelyn Cunningham. Living up to
her responsibility: Helping people
find themselves. So can you .

COLUMBUS COATED FABRICS
Division of Borden Chemical, Borden, Inc.
Columbus, Ohio 43216

•
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Can any synthetic flooring match ~lie floor
maintenance of the St. Bonavent111re gymY

MFMA HARD

ANNUAL
UPKEEP

MFMA hard maple flooring installed in
gymnasium at St. Bonaventure Un iversity,

Low maintenance cost, all-purpose versatility,
lasting beauty highlight a few reasons why MFMA

St. Bonaventure, New York

Hard Maple makes the best gym floor ... unsurpassed for basketball. And 7c per sq. ft. per year
for upkeep is a solid reason why it pays to "think
twice" before ordering any type of synthetic flooring! Compare. We think you'll agree!

FOR DETAILS, SEE
SWEET'S ARCHITECTURAL FILE, OR WRITE:

MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
424 Washington Avenue

Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901

A hospital thatS more
than a health care machine.

Ideally, a hospital is a patient's haven for
recovery, both mental and physical, a doctor's workshop, a community's pride.
Contemporary thinking dictates cheerful
surroundings for the patient, a highly
efficient plan for the staff, and a symbol
of security and dignity that wins the community's support.

hitects-Engineers Walker, McGough,
s, Lyerla & Peden of Spokane, Washon, create such an environment in this
bed hospital through sensitive design
material selection . Intelligent use of
s permits the patient to remain part of
world outside and gives nature a
nee to act as a nurse's aide in speeding
>very.

The Architects specify insulating glass
combined with heat-reflective coated or
plate I float glass to assure the patient's
year-around comfort, to significantly lower
solar heat load and to reduce glare.
Get the data on Vari-Tran® reflective glass,
now in three golden as well as three silvery
coatings . It is available fabricated into
Thermopane® insulating glass units or in
laminated form for better solar heat and
daylight control. Write Architectural Construction Department, Libbey-Owens-Ford
Company, Toledo, Ohio 43624.

EMERG EN CY & EMPLOYEE

TRANSVERSE

ENTRY

V ISITOR

ENTRY

SECTION

L-0-F GLASS FOR HOSPITALS
For the next project on your boards, be it residential, commercial, industrial or
institutional, talk to an L-0-F Architectural Construction Specialist. Or call
your L-0-F Glass Distributor or Dealer listed under "Glass" in the Yellow Pages.
Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, 811 Madison Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43624.
POLISHED PLATE GLASS
Parallel-0-Plate®, 1 /4"
Parallel-0-Grey®, 13/64 ", 1 /4"
Parallel-0-Bronze®, 1 /4"

VIGILPANE®- Safety Plate Glass
ROUGH PLATE , Regular or Tinted
(Rough 2 Surfaces)
(Polished 1 Surface, Rough 1 Surface

HEAVY-DUTY PLATE GLASS
Parallel-0-Plate®, 5/16" to 7 /8"
Parallel-0-Grey®, 3/8 ", 1 /2 •
Parallel-0-Bronze®, 3/8 ", 1 /2"

SPANDREL GLASS - Vitrolux®
Vitreous colors fused to back of
heat-strengthened glass

FLOAT GLASS, 1/4" regula r

HEAT-TEMPERED GLASS - Tuf-flex®
Windows, Doors and Sidelights

LAMINATED SAFETY PLATE GLASS
with Vari-Tran® Coating

WINDOW GLASS

HEAT ABSORBING FLOAT, 1/4"

PATIERNED & WIRED GLASS

INS ULATING GLASS- Thermopane®
Regular, tinted or with Vari-Tran Coating

MIRROPANE®
One-way vision glass

L-0-F HI-PERFORMANCE GlASS

Im

Archi tects : Frederick Confer & Associa tes, Concord, Calif.

Breakage resistance and safety

Castle Rock School, Walnut Creek, Calif. (left).
Schools, plants, office buildings, and commercia l
establishments all across the country are putti ng
Plexiglas acrylic sheet to excellent use as safety window glazing. Shatter-resistant Plexiglas sheet drasti cally reduces breakage and the costs of replaceme nt.
Additional advantages of Plexiglas in window glazing
are the control of solar heat and glare through t he use
of gray and bronze tints in the Solar Control Series.
Hilton Inn, Northampton, Mass. (upper right). As no
other material can, Plexiglas acrylic plastic capt ures
and controls daylight. Because of its light weight and
strength, Plexiglas is a practical and gracefu l material to use in large dome enclosures. Heat and glare
are controlled in such structures through the specification of one of the transparent gray or bronze
colors in the Plexiglas Solar Control Series.

Control of solar heat

Cumberland School, Camp Hill, Pa. (lower right).
Effective solar heat and glare control and a distinctive appearance result when Plexiglas sheet is used as
sunscreens. Pleasant atmospheres conducive to work,
play, or learning are created because Plexiglas sunscreens reduce objectionable glare. Ba lanced combinations of light transmittance, glare control and solar
heat reduction can be achieved by choosing from a
range of gray and bronze tints in the Solar Control Series. The light weight of Plexiglas sheet in
combination with a wide range of available thicknesses makes possible window and sunscreen clear
areas up to I 0 feet without intermediate support.

Architects and Engineers : Bender Burrell Associa tes. Camp Hill, Pa.

Daylight without glare

ROHMln
iHAAS~

-

Jn dome enclosures, in sunscreens, and in windows, Plexiglas acrylic plastic gives you a combination of benefits that can't be equaled by any other
type of transparent material-toughness, safety, glare
and solar heat control, formability and rigidity that
make possible large daylight openings that resist
wind and snow load. More than a quarter century of
successful outdoor use has proved the ability of
Plexiglas to retain its clarity, color stabi lity and
strength in all environmental conditions.
Investigate in detail the advantages of using
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PHILAOIELPH I A. PIENNS'fl..VANIA t9,0 :i

Rohm and Haas Company, Plastics Department
Independence Mall West, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105
Attn: Mr. R.R. Rorke
I am interested in learni ng more about Plexiglas® acrylic plastic
for dome-enclosure, sunscreen, and window-glazing applications. Please se nd material checked.
_Solar Control Series Brochure
_Window Glazing Brochure
_Solar Contro l Series Sample Chips
_Local Sources of Supply
_Have local Rohm and Haas Building Products
Specialist telephone for appointment.

THE CRISP,
CLEAN,
CONTOURED
LOOK IS

There is a touch of elegance in
this new sculptured design from
Halsey Taylor. The RC-8-A fully
recessed electric water cooler features a one-piece contour-formed
receptor and basin. Corners are
gracefully rounded instead of
square-welded-for easy cleaning.
Receptor and louvered access
panel are of type 304 stainless
steel, polished to a subdued satin
finish. Push button control and
exclusive 2-stream projector are
matching satin finish.
The fountain and cooling unit
can be flush mounted in any type
wall - requires only 12" back
recess.
Recommended where uninterrupted corridor space is required.
THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR CO .,
1564 THOMAS RD . • WARREN, 0.
SUBSIDIARY• KING-SEELEY

I am submitting a proposal on--------...,....,--~~~------
(please describe)
When would you require delivery?

D 1-3 months

D 3-6 months

o

over six months

What quantity do you anticipate using? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Comments _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _TITLE_ _ _ _ _ _ __
COMPANY or INSTITUTION _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS·------------------------CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _
STATE
ZIP

THERMOS CO.

NEW FULLY-RECESSED ELECTRIC WATER COOLER
COMPLETE PACKAGED UNIT IS EASY TO INSTALL

SUBMITTAL INFORMATION KIT

Information on the Halsey Taylor RC-8-A fully recessed electric water cooler. If you need
specification sheets, roughing-in drawings, full product description, and photographs for
a current job, please fill in this coupon and mail.

/CST

Receptor-Stainless
steel-can be installed
flush against wall with
no exposed screw
heads.

---

Removable Acceu Panelprovides easy access to
cooling package and
1
inner components.
Louvers are at bottom •
_ ,....--- I
and slanted downward. ___..- ~

---

Mounting BoxSturdy steel box can
be quickly secured
in any type wall.
Permits roughing- in
of electric and
plumbing connections
prior to mounting of
receptor fountain
and cooling unit

END OF ASPEN?
Some 50 miles due west of
Climax, Colo. (and rapidly heading in the general direction of
Berkeley)
lies
Aspen,
the
Shangri-La of architects, designers, and vicarious thrillers.
There, as it perennially must,
the International Design Confere nce came in June for th e
20th time to some l ,200 seekers
of beauty. It came with a bang,
as well as a couple of whimpers.
Aspen's proximity to Climax
held a certain significance: for
the past umpteen years, the
Climax Molybdenum Co . has
been spewing grey sludge over
tens of thousands of acres of a

once lovely Colorado valley,
poisoning plant-life, wild-life,
water, air, and humanity indiscriminately ; and this year's
Aspen Design Conference was
of course devoted (as what 1970
conference was not?) to the subject of our environment. The
verdict: it's awful, and probably
a crypto-capitalist plot.
Everything started off neatly
enough: Stewart Udall (right),
Secretary of the Interior under
Kennedy-Johnson, pointed out
that those who like to project inevitable trends for the next 30
years or so have just about preempted 95 per cent of our future,
leaving a mere 5 per cent to possible change by way of human
initiatives. Deplorable, he said,
and also inaccurate.
Dean Richard Farson of the

School of Design at California's
Institute of the Arts followed
this witb a challenge to virtually
all accepted notions in current
design education. He declared
that only the young have something to teach, and only the old
something to learn. He also suggested that victory for Women's
Lib would revolutionize U.S .
society and solve most of its
other ills. Applause-and time
out for lunch, a shared delicatessen picnic in the meadows of
Aspen, which left some of the
environment deplorably fouled.
(On the edges of the festive
throng, some of the young-who
have so much to teach all the
not-so-young-met the U.S. lowcost housing problem with a
radically new solution by erecting the 2,578,453rd geodesic
dome constructed on tbis continent ever since Alexander Graham
Bell invented tetrahedral spaceframes almost 70 years ago.
Understandably, the applause
this time was scattered.)
So far, so good, but not for
long. Next on the program was
Sim Van der Ryn , tbe Guru of
Berkeley. Like everyone else this
year, he brought along his inAatable passion pit, activated it,
and summoned a dozen of his
followers to check it out. Applause. There followed a game
of Musical Identity Cards, in
which conferees swapped their
name-badges until the collective
identity cns1s was complete.
More applause. An hour later,
after order and identities were
restored , the conference became

comatose from sheer physical
exhaustion. That night, Paul
Friedberg, the urban landscape
man, and Carl Koch, the pioneer
in systems building, tried their
best to recoup the losses.
On the next morning there
were talks by Koch and by Jim
Lash, on bread-and-butter issues.
And there was an extraordinary
staccato presentation by Philadelphia's Richard Saul Wurman.
who pointed out that half the
surface of our cities belonged to
all their citizens, proposed to
reshape that 50 per cent, and
summoned the conferees to dedicate half their time, gratis, to
that heroic effort-as indeed he
has done. Heartfelt applause.
That afternoon there appeared on Aspen's green horizons a strange machine-a 40-ft.
long bus painted with Stars-andStripes supergraphics. The vehicle, it seems, is the property of
an outfit called The Moving
Company-a group of about a
dozen rather unattractive flower
children who operate a street
theater in Berkeley. The Moving
Company had set out from San
Francisco Bay several days earlier,
carrying with it such assorted
shock troops as Ecology Action,
Peoples
Architecture,
Pacific
High School, and, finally, an
enigmatic group known as Ant
Farm. They had been assembled
by Sim Van der R yn and one
Mike Doyle ; some of their expenses had been covered by the
D esign Conference itself; and
here they were, ready to blow
up the dump-or, at least, make
it uninhabitable. (They starter!
to do so by thumping, strumming, and blowing their instruments to generate earsplitting
decibels. Happily, earsplitting
decibels don't carry very far at
8,000 ft. above sea level.)
Relentlessly, there was another
morning-this one graced (if
that is the word one is groping
for) by the Guru of Berkeley
once again. His message, this
time, was a capsule history of
Western Man-a chronology with
which some members of the assembled throng were really rather
more familiar. He was succeeded
by Cliff Humphrey, the Billy
Graham of Ecology Action, who
put on a little environmental
charade that reduced his audience to tears.
Next came Professor Reyner
Banham, who (after outlining
his new environmental education game in London) warned
rather pointedly of the preach-

ers in our midst. Banham, in
turn, was followed on the next
morning by Geographer Peter
Hall (Reading, England) who
explained British planning policy and, incidentally, announced
that the Labour Government
had won re-election; by Dr.
Walter Orr Roberts, the head of
Boulder's fantastic atmospheric
research complex (Oct. '67 issue), who put the earth into its
proper perspective vis-a-vis the
universe; and, finally, and happily, by Mrs. Cora Walker, the
Harlem co-op champ who has
done more than most ghetto
advocates to change the economic, social, and physical nature
of her neighborhood.
As Mrs. Walker walked off the
platform, the Moving Company
noisily invaded the Aspen tent,
took over the stage, and put on
the kind of theatrical performance that has given the West its
bad name. A group of dignified
black students and designers,
under the leadership of Chicago's
Stephen Frazier, immediately
walked out. The Moving Company, and its sponsors, seemed
quite unaware of the insult they
had visited upon Cora Walker.
To make the shambles complete, Mike Doyle, on the last
day, bullied the conference into
voting an endless resolution tha t
expressed opposition to just
about everything ranging from
Cambodia to Dutch Elm Tree
Disease, and promised Alaska to
the Indians.
Curiously enough, it was a
small group of invited French
designers who made the best
sense in the end: in a statement
read on the last day, the French
declared, in effect, that the environment issue was being used
by reactionary governments to
divert people's attention from
much more serious issues (e.g.
Vietnam) . "Aspen," said the
French, "is the D isneyland of
Environment and Design." They
might have added that the reactionaries of the left were using
the issue in much the same way
-i.e. to divert attention from
their own, true objectives.
When it was al1 over, the
Board of the IDC picked itself
up off the floor, elected Designer
_Tack Roberts (L.A.) to succeed
Eliot Noyes as President, asked
Dea n Farson to put together
next year's program-and voted,
almost unanimously, that there
would be a 21st conference, regardless. Then everyone left the
beautiful valley, except for a

member of the Moving Company
who had, in a fit of pique, bitten
the Chief of Police, and was
detained.

CITIES
PROM ISE AND PROBLEMS

For some, Houston, Tex., is a
boom town. Sixth largest city in
the U.S., it is fourth in dollar
volume of construction; a concerted effort is on by its businessmen and developers to lure
corporate headquarters away
from what they view as the
decay of northeastern cities.
Two building projects indicate
the scale of their effort : Kenneth
Schnitzer's $400-million Greenway Plaza office-and-apartment
development is now under construction on I 27 acres seven
miles from downtown and will
house 25,000 persons and contain 5 million ft. of office space;
the Texas Eastern Transmission
Corp. will build Houston Center
on a la nd parcel comprising 32
contiguous city blocks immediately adjacent to the central
business district. The TET
parcel (above), which is equivalent in size to the existing downtown business center, was acqu ired from over I 00 property
owners in less than a year.
Bernard H. Siegan, a Chicago
attorney with 20 years experience in zoning and real estate
law, says that these la nd purchases have been possible in so
short a time because Houston is
the only major city in the U.S.
without zoning laws. Si ega n
points out that the Greenway
Plaza land was purchased by
prom1srng the residents they
could stay in their homes rent-

free for five years if they would
sell on an all-or-nothing basis.
Zoning, he says, would have made
the development so difficu lt and
expensive, it might never have
bee n attempted.
The boom in Houston may
seem remote to some northeastern executives who prefer
their politics more liberal, their
cultural life more diverse, and
their weather less hot. But the
boom may seem even more remote to some Houstonians.
The U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission met
for three days in Houston in
.June. It reported th a t the city
was "already living on borrowed
time" and the "patient doesn't
even realize he's sick."
The commission found that
minority hiring by many of the
city's leading employers was below the city's over-all average
and worse than the records of
these same concerns in other
cities. Humble Oil was typical:
of 29,000 employees, 8.2 per cent
were black or Mexican-American. Blacks comprise 25 per cent
of the population .
Several witnesses at the hearings predicted that if the situation were not markedly improved , the minority communiti es would make Houston even
hotter this summer.

-INDIANS
ALCATRAZ BLOCKADE ...

With a growing Indian militancy
more and more manifest, the
Federal Government has apparently committed itself to a war
of attrition with the movement's
vanguard on Alcatraz Island.

There, the Indians have maintained a holding force, some 50
strong, since they occupied the
island last November demanding
it be turned into an Indian
culture center. But the government is learning how resourceful the India n can be, given
little more than White Man's
promises.
First the Department of Interior announced that Alcatraz
would become part of a Bay
Area nat ional park, with some
"Indian flavor" but no resident
Indians. The Indians said no.
So the GSA, Interior, and the
White House jointly decided to
remove two federal caretakers
from the island and to cut off its
water and electric power. The
lighthouse beacon, which had
shone for 126 continuous years,
was darke ned. And the Coast
Guard removed key parts from
a stand-by generator on the island , then set up off-shore buoy
lights to aid nav igation .
The Indians began hustling
bottled water from the mainland
with the aid of Captain Cliff
Anfinson of the Bass Tub, who
has ferried them back and forth
since the take-over.
On June 2, a fire of undetermined origin blackened the

lighthouse tower and destroyed
four historic buildings (above),
while nine Coast Guard launches
idled offshore, hoping to evacuate the Indians. The Indians
said no, and announced they
would begin sightseeing tours to
the island at $5 a head using
Captain Anfinson's boat. The
GSA said no.
Ten clays after the power cut-

off, Scott Newhall, yachtsman
and editor of the San Francisco
Chronicle, donated a portable
generator and the Indians relit
the beacon to the delight of Bay
navigators. It was, said Indian
Leader John Trudell, "a symbol
of the rekindled hope that some
day the just claims and rightful
dignity of the American Indians
will be recognized by our fellow
citizens."
.. . AND A NEW FRONT

J\Ieanwhile, about 50 Indians,
led by the origina l Alcatraz
occupation
leader,
Richard
Oakes, were be ing arrested, repeatedly, for alledged trespass on
a six-acre stretch of Lassen
Volcanic
ational Park, 100
miles west of Reclcling, Calif. The
Pit River Indians were claiming
the land-now used as a campground for Pacific Gas & Electric
employees-as part of some 3.5
million acres they say were stolen
from them by the Feds during
the gold rush of the 1850s.
That"s roughly comparable in
size to Connecticut.
The Pit River tribe's lawyer,
Aubrey Grossman, contends that
PG&E has not proved its rightful
ownership, and any action to
move the squatters will amount to
a violation of the Federal Civil
Rights Act.

-SHELTERS
MORNING AFTER A BLAST

One hundred feet underground,
beneath Building 22 of the complex of New York State offices
in Albany, is a setting worthy
of the malignant humor of Cartoonist-Playwright Jules Feiffer.
It is the Emergency Operating
Center and Alternate Seat of Government-in layman's language, a
fallout shelter.
In the event of a nuclear blast,
700 selected government officials
and employees would be housed
beneath a 6-ft.-thick ceiling and
behind a 7 V2-ton steel door. The
guest list, of course, includes the
governor and a personal staff
of 30, 25 legislative leaders,
officials of state agencies and the
judiciary, a specialist in breaking
codes, two from the Human
Rights Commission, the Commissioner of Environmental Conservation, and, so help us Goel, a
member of the Salvation Army!
They will find there for their
convenience a hospital equipped
for major surgery, decontamina-

tion showers fed from underground wells, four dormitories
with bunks already made up
with sheets and pillowcases, and
a walk-in refrigerator for storing
dead bodies.
At the bottom .of the hierarchy
of the select are four policemen
whose sole duty it will be to
patrol the entrance tunnel
(above) to keep out irate voters.
If Feiffer were doing it, those
turned away might be husbands,
wives, and children of the guests,
for whom there are no accommodations. Unless, of course, they
have pull and can get themselves
on the 14-member "housekeeping staff," and scrub clothes and
serve "survival biscuits" with the
instant mushroom soup.

AIA
FLIES IN THE HONEY

Last year's ATA convention in
Chicago committed the i nstitutc
to ra ising $15 million for a program of social action, and a Task
Force to implement it. At this
June's convention in Boston ,
Taylor Culver, leader of the student-induced, $15-million program, announced that only 1.3
million had been raised. The
Task Force chairman, George
Rockrise, reported that his fund
for last year was S150.000 of a
total AL\ budget of $3,800,000.
Culver didn't think the AIA was

serious about funding the project. (On Tuesday the members
voted a clues increase but refused
to allocate 50 per cent o( it to the
Task Force, as students were demanding.) In a question-andanswer period following the Monday A.M. session, when someone
suggested "We should tell them
where to put their dues increase,"
someone else countered with,
"We can catch more flies with
honey." Said Culver: "We tried
that last year. The flies ate all
th e honey and split."
Later that night, at the Boston
Architectural Center, where students were holding their own
convention, Culver suggested disruption of later business if the
convention did not substantially
allay his doubts. Neither the convention, nor Culver, ever made
their move.
There were , however, other attempts at drama. A saffron-robed
a nd turba ned architect ended a
speech being delivered by a stuclen t-c hosen environ men ta list
-S . P.R. Charter-by standing in
his seat and screaming. No one
knew why. To quiet the mild
hubbub that ensued, students
proceeded with a staged multimedia happe ning, which included a kind of sanctified group
grope (below) .
The seeming passion to avoid
confrontation carried over into
the resolutions adopted. Privately, dwindling architectural commissions were a common topic.
Publicly, despite a lobbying atte mpt by The Architects Resistance to document the connection
between the war in Southeast
Asia and the money crisis at
home, members beat back several
attempts to put teeth into an
antiwar resolution.
The convention resolved to be
for the environment but declined to stop investing in companies that pollute it. It also
resolved to make funds available
for community design centers.

(continued on page 82)
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THE TALL ONE
The blunt, black obelisk of John Hancock Center, nsrng more than
l,IOO ft. above Lake Michigan, changes the whole image of Chicago.
Or perhaps it just brings out a latent image; somehow it seems
inevitable for Chicago-where the world's first steel-framed building
went up-to have one climactic skyscraper symbolizing the city's
faith in technology and commercial development. And it seems
almost equally inevitable that the giant firm of Skidmore,
Owings &: Merrill, which also started in Chicago, should have
designed it.
John Hancock is only the second tallest building in the worldand it will lose that distinction when the twin towers of New York's
World Tracie Center are topped out at 1,350 ft., bumping all
competitors down a notch (or two, depending on how you count
them) . But right now no other building in the world has higher
ucrnf1ied floors than John Hancock-and no taller building, existing
or planned, has the unique mix of uses that makes John Hancock a
"city within a city." It is possible to live there, work there, keep a
car (or rent one) there-to shop, bank, swim. dine out, or go skating
without leaving the premises.
If current plans go through, another structure-or maybe twowill soon top John Hancock on the Chicago skyline. That will be
unfortunate, because "Big John," as it is known locally, is well
shaped to be a singular symbol. Its form is based on a structural
idea that can be grasped intuitively, like that of the Eiffel Tower.
But it is not a suave abstraction like the Eiffel Tower: instead, it
is as foursquare and bluntly articulated as an oil derrick, to suit its
frankly mundane purposes.
The Hancock tower is basically a bearing-wall structure. At first
glance, portions between the big diagonals look like non-structural
infill, but actually all of the columns and spandrel beams are part
of a structural grid extending over the entire exterior. The purpose
of the diagonals is to brace the power again.st wind-to transfer
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The massive joints at the base of the
tower (left) are one story above the
sidewalk so that the building frame
can be seen as a whole above street
traffic. Structural members are clad in
black
anodized
aluminum;
bronzecolored aluminum frames the bronze
glass. The site layout includes separate
automobile entrances for various functions. Most pedestrians enter on the
west side (above), around a sunken
court with a skating rink (a reflecting
pool in summer); a grand stair down
from Michigan Avenue leads to the
rink-side restaurant, the observatory
reception area, and shops. At the southeast corner (above right) is the doublehelix garage ramp. Visible through a
street-floor window is part of the complex framing that supports the big
corner joint from below.
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lateral forces from the windward wall to the opposite side of the
building, where the wall grid absorbs them in compression. The
vertical core of the building carries a fraction of the floor loads,
but takes none of the wind loads.
Since the stiffness of this frame derives from its geometry, not
from rigid joints, its assembly could be simpler and its members lighter
than in a strictly rectangular system. The taper of the tower also
lightened the structure, in two ways: by angling the walls toward the
forces they must resist and by reducing the total wind load on the
tower-its "sail" effect. The amount of steel used here (less than
30 lbs. per sq. ft. of floor area) is low compared to even medium-rise
conventional steel frames, and none of the steel here is of the more
costly high-strength type.
The diagonal members are similar in principle to those of an oldfashioned triangulated truss, which efficiently convert bending
stresses into simple tension and compression. But only the principle
is old-fashioned; stress calculations for the thousands of members in
this three-dimensional frame would have been literally impossible
before the age of sophisticated computers.
The floors in this structural system play only a minor role in
stiffening the building (except, that is, for the rigid bracing floors
at roughly 18-story intervals) . Even after the structural frame
had been designed, it was possible to leave out floors wherever
double-height spaces were desired. In fact, the framing was designedancl the steel ordered-before preliminary interior plans were
completed.
John Hancock's unique form has been familiar to Chicagoans
ever since the structure was topped out in 1\fay, 1968. It was only
this spring, however, that the building was revealed as something
they could walk right up to-or into. Some of them still find it hard
to accept the building as finished. A typical cab-driver wonders why
the biggest building in the city's richest neighborhood-the Near
North Side-isn't "classier." By that, it turns out, he means covered
with polished stone, like the new First National Bank skyscraper
in the Loop.
The location of John Hancock Center had a lot to do with making
it a multiple-use building. It stands among the city's most prestigious
shops and professional offices, on a stretch of 1\I ichigan Avenue

John Hancock's structural frame is
dramatically visible from some interior
spaces. In the 44th-floor sky lobby
(left). where passengers
the way to apartments,

transfer on
intersecting

diagonals are directly ahead as the elevator doors open. In the two-story
restaurant soon to open on the 95th
and 96th floors (above), diagonals converge toward the very top of the tower.
Two-story spaces can be opened up
almost anywhere in the building since
floor slabs are not needed to transfer
wind loads to the central core. The inward angle of the walls, apparent in all
outside rooms , has a disturbing out-ofplumb effect at first glance; once
recognized as part of the tower's
geometry, it reduces the vertigo one
expects to feel looking out of broad windows from high elevations.

that boosters call "The Magnificent Mile." Down the side streets
are sedate townhouses, hotels, restaurants, and clubs, surviving
amidst a burgeoning crop of high-rise luxury apartment building _
The market here is excellent for restaurants, shops, and medium-sized
office spaces, but the site is too far from transit lin es and commuter
railroad stations to support vast office operations. The m arket is
also good for apartments, especially apartments high enough to get
sweeping views of the city and the Jake, and far above the noise of
l\Iichigan Avenue.
Like the structural frame, the internal functions of the building
seem to follow an almost inevitable logic: extensive lower floors for
a large retail store and garages; slightly smaller medium-rise floors
for offices; smaller floors above these for apartments, with their
lighter elevator demands. Above the apartments, the in evitable
observatory, and then a restaurant-at-the-top to top them all, on the
95th and 96th floors.
One of the virtues of mixing uses is that it produces no monumental
surges of rush-hour traffic. The building's 900,000 sq. ft. of office
space-equivalent to a medium-sized office building, by Chicago
standards-will house about 4,000 workers, divided among many
tenants so that traffic peaks will not be sharply defined. The 1,700
residents and the 4,000 visitors expected daily will come and go at
widely distributed hours; restaura nts and observatory will draw
many of their visitors in the evening. Theoretically, rush-hour
traffic could be reduced sharply if many of the residents commuted
to work by elevator; actually very few have arranged th e ir lives
so conveniently, but many people do walk to offices in John Hancock
from the surrounding neigl1 borhood.
The logic of multiple use has not stemmed th e stream of dire
predictions from newspapers and neighborhood spokesmen about
traffic congestion generated by John Hancock. It is n a tural to expect
the most traffic from the city's tallest building; you wouldn't want a
John Hancock to move into your neig hborhood , either. Now that
the building is 80 per cent occupied, the additional traffic on
Michigan Avenue buses is noticeable ; so is congestion on local streets
that link the 1,200-car garage to commuter arteries. Some current
annoyances may be transitory: the number of buses bringing
sightseers to the observatory is likely to taper off soon: a nd truck

In section (left), the tower is like several buildings stacked one above the
other. At street level, each of them has
its own lobby. The small office lobby
at street level is linked by escalators to

a tall, second-floor elevator lobby
(above), which is separated from a
vast, U-shaped banking room only by
sliding glass

doors.

The

column·free

office floors range in area from 40,000
sq. ft. at the 13th floor to 30,000 sq. ft.
at the 41st. The 44th-floor swimming
pool (above right)-a science fiction
setting come to life-is one of the

facilities on the "sky lobby" floor,
where residents change elevators; the
pool itself is hollowed out of the mechanical

floor

below.

The

apartment

floors at the top of the tower go
through five changes of layout between
the 46th floor and the 92nd, adjusting
to diminishing floor areas.

traffic, now running as high as 150 movements per day, is expected
to drop below 100 once work on tenant spaces and moving-in
operations have been completed. On the other hand, the number
of cars usin[i the !-iarage ramp at night-and disturbing
neighbors with noise and moving headlights-is likely to increase
when the restaurants are opened this summer; there have already
been demands that the ramps be enclosed.
The critical question architects usually raise about John Hancock
is why such a diversity of functions is packed into a container of
such insistent unity. Isn't this deceptive packaging? SO.\I's answer
is that only a rigorously logical structural shape made it possible
to build 100 stories at a reasonable price. And any separation
between the frame of the building and its walls would have
complicated the problem of insulating the frame against temperature
extremes. Besides, design partner Bruce Graham-a steadfast
.\Jiesian-believes that structure should determine architectural
form. For him, expressive ins and outs of the building form are
just expensive gestures.
Of course, if you look closely, you can see differences between
the various parts of John Hancock. The careful observer can read
locations of offices, mechanical floors, apartments, etc., from
differences in story height and wall detail on the facades.
The real complexities of John Hancock Center are deep inside.
The circulation system is, of course, extraordinary. Separate
elevator banks, reached through separate lobbies, serve offices,

apartments, restaurant, and observatory (the latter two are allotted
elevators from the same bank, depending on passenger demand) .
Other elevators serve the self-contained Bonwit Teller store on the
first, fourth, and fifth floors (the two floor gap is hardly noticed by
customers), a man-lift carries car hops between the garage and the
automobile lobby. Office elevators arc boarded from a scconcl-fioor
lobby, reached by escalator, so that the street floor can
have uninterrupted retail space.
All traffic to the apartments goes first to a 44th-floor "sky
lobby," where passengers switch to apartment elevators stacked
above the office elevator banks. At sky lobby level are shops,
restaurant, commissary, swimming pool, and other facilities
open only to residents. Service traffic also switches elevators at this

floor, passing through a receiving room control point on the way.
The apartments at John H a ncock are spectacular. For one
thing, there are simply no other apartments in the world above the
60th floor. Because the walls of th e stru cture slope in 6 in . per story
on the north and south, 3 in. on the east a nd west, the apartment
floor plans have to be rearranged fiv e tim es between th e 46th
floor and the 93rd. Smaller units are concentrated on the
lower floors, where their high proportion of baths a nd kitche ns
fills spaces far from th e outside wall. On upper floors are the
larger units, many with several bedrooms along the exterior.
R ents range from $ 190 for th e lowes t studio apartments to .$750
per month for th e hi ghest four-b edroom unit.
The loca tion of the big diagonal braces had to be considered
in apartm ent floor layouts, so that they would not block the
views from small rooms. That is why the floor pla ns, like the bracing,
are symmetri ca l abou t both eas t-wes t and north-south axes. About one
third of the units have "sky terraces." These sane alternatives to
th e high-rise balcony have til e floors and windows that fold out of the
way, a nd th ey are separated from interior rooms by sliding g lass doors.
The 94th-floor observatory ca n accommodate 500 people at a
time. Traffic flow is controlled a t a concourse-level reception
area, from which visitors shoot up 95 floors non -sto p in 39 seconds.
Snack bars and so uve nir shops orig in a ll y pl a 1111 ed for th e observatory
have been banished ; the lack of distracting elements is especially
ap precia ted a t ni ght, when lig hting is kept low to minimize
reflec tion on the glass.
Looking clown from th e observa tory is like looking down from
:in airship at Chicago as it was before J o hn H a ncock went up.
Nothing out there has any visible relationship to the tower.
You get the same feeling looking down from th e Empire State
Building, for instance, but not from the Eiffel Tower, or
th e W ashing ton Monument, or a medi eva l ca mp a nile; each of them
has a meaningful place in its surroundings, ap pare nt in views both
from th em and toward them. John Hancock looks like an isolated
monument, almost accidentally placed. As the symbol of Chicago,
this tower is superbly expressive. But shouldn't the ta llest landmark
in a metropolis be part of a larger plan? In a typica lly, tragica lly
American way, J o hn Hancock Center is not.
- Jo11N l\foRRIS D1xoN

Strongly articulated framing gives the
world's highest apartments (top left) a
feeling of sec urity. Dropped beams,
placed across the 8-ft. 8-in. ceilings.
Along the outside wall , beams, deep
sills, and angled columns frame window alcoves . From the observatory
(above), landmarks such as Marina City
look amazingly small. The twin TV antennas on top of John Hancock (rig ht)
were imposed on the tower as the
price for being the tallest structure in
Chicago. FAA required that the masts
be painted reflective white and orange.

FACTS AND FIGURES
John Hancock Center, Chicago, Ill.
Architects: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (Bruce Graham , partner in charge
of design ; Albert Lockett, partner in
charge

of

management;

Robert

Diamant, associate partner in charge
of design; Richard E. Lenke, project
manager; Dr. Fazlur Khan, chief structural engineer; H. Srinivasa Iyengar,
project structural engineer; George
Larson, interior designer for public
a reas , bank, and observatory) . Structural consultants: Paul Weidlinger; Ammann & Whitney. General contractor:
Tishman Construction Co . Gross build·
ing area: 2,800,000 sq. ft . Construction
cost: $91 ,000 ,000 (fees: $9,000,000).
PHOTOGRAPHS : © Ezra Stoller (ESTO).

THE
RESTLESS
GENIUS
OF
NORMAN
BEL GEDDES
BY ARTHUR J. PULOS

"I have never known a ma11 with so free wheeling a mind as
Norman Bel Geddes ... the past sits upon him not at all. He never
approaches a problem-in-hand with what has been done before. His
ingenuity is endless, his practicality proven, his sense of function
brilliantly direct."
Howard Lindsey, Theatre Arts Monthly, 1948

To many of his illustrious contemporaries, Norman Bel Geddes
was a dynamic and voluble
showman-the P. T. Barnum of
Design. To others he was everything from an impractical visionary to an emotional little
devil. Yet in an era of impressarios and entrepreneurs in the
arts, this restless genius stood
out as the first American to feel
the cultural surge of the 20th
century.
Bel Geddes sampled most of
the arts of his clay and gave new
form and vitality to all of them.
He was, at one time or another,
a painter, an illustrator, a graphic designer, a set designer, a
filmmaker, an architect, an inventor, an interior designer, an
industrial designer. One moment he proposed that a revolving restaurant be set high on
a sta lk overlooking a fair city
and the nex~ that another be
tucked under the lip of a dam.
He offered New York the idea
of a floating airport that would
turn like a weather vane to
keep its single runway into the
wind. His idea for an ocean
liner looked like a whale and
his streamlined automobile was
the first beetle. He designed a
commemorative medal for General Motors one day and redesigned the Ringling Brothers,
Barnum & Bailey Circus anoth er.
He refused to be bound by the
narrow boundaries of the established professions, for to him
"the principles of designing a
building, a painting, music, a
poem or a drama are basically
the same. Every detail must
spring from a design necessity
in terms of use and be accomplished with ... simplicity."
He was the catalytic and almost indispensible man of his
generation , possessed with an uncanny abi lity to see beyond traditional patterns and believing
that the artist of the 20th century could and should relate to
industry. "Industry is the driving
force of this age," he wrote, and
"art in com ing generations will
have less to do with frames, pedesta ls, museums, books and concert halls and more to do with
people and their life."
All too seldom the spirit of
man erupts in a flow of new
ideas welling up from pressures
Mr. Pulos, a Fellow of the Industrial
Designers Society of America, is professor and head of the industrial design program at Syracuse University,
and is the head of Pulos Design Asso ciates Inc. also in Syracuse , N .Y.

beneath an encrusted surface of
established ideas. For more than
three decades this volcanic man
was the epicenter of American
design. He attracted, inspired
and shaped the imagination of
hundreds of young rebel artists,
architects, engineers and designers. He fired them all with a
sense of purpose and a promise
of realization. He gave undeniable thrust to the fact that art
and technology were not incompatible. His forays into every aspect of the industrial world
established industrial design as a
new profession unique to the
American 20th century.
Norman Bel Geddes was
called the "Leonardo of our
times" by one of his contemporaries. And like cla Vinci, he
became almost as renowned for
his unrealized dreams as he did
for his concrete realizations.
Ideas wh ich never got off paper
were so logical and practical
that they were issued paten rs
and honored in publications.
They established a legacy of
hope which "challenged th e
public fancy," as Sheldon Cheney put it in Art and the Machine, and released artists, designers, architects and engineers
from traditional restraints. Critics of his time observed that his
concepts struck terror in industrialists, not because they were so
far from the attainable, but
rather because they were within
reach. If they were to be
adopted, they might "cost industry a billion dollars" because
they would make factories obsolete by capturing imagination
with promises of better things

H

is prophetic imagination
struck a responsive chord
in a public anxiously
looking toward a better environment promised by an enlightened technology. In the depths
of the great Depression his vision gave credence to the concept that the fruits of science
could be applied intelligently to
elimin ating human drudgery and
providing beautiful objects for a

carefree existence. "The mass of
people," he declared in Horizons (Little, Brown, 1932), "have
a deep-rooted craving for satisfaction from the appearance of
things around them."
In 1931, undoubtedly at the
peak of his prophetic power, he
was asked by Ladies Hom e journal to predict what technology
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1. Stage set for Dante's Divine
Comedy (1921); 2. patent drawing
of ocean liner (1932); 3. aquarium
restaurant for Chicago World's
Fair; 4. model of aerial restaurant.
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held in store for the encl of the
decade. His predictive capacity,
tempered by practicality, enabled him to anticipate the future. He sensed that the automobile would so affect domestic
living that the garage would
become part of the house and be
placed toward the street front.
l\fost people today have forgotten that the garage began as a
stable, situated at the back of
the lot for obvious reasons. In
one generation it has crept forward toward the street, extended
a breezeway to join the house,
and is now an architectural part
of the home. l n the process the
so-called back door, or garage
door, or kitchen door has become the main door of the
house, with the original front
door remaining as a vestigial reminder of an older grandeur.
He speculated that homes to
come would be ventilated by
artificial means with washed air,
heated or cooled according to
the season, delivered from a
central plant. Therefore , he saw
no need for windows to open.
Domestic lighting would be accomplished by neon tubes as replacements for the incandescent
lamp. The home itself would be
a mechanical marvel with photoelectric cells operating devices
which open doors, serve meals
and remove cl irty dishes.
All of the great artists, he forecast. would one day be heard
and seen in the home through
the medium of television. Momentous events of national interest would become available
to everyone simultaneously with
their
occurrence.
Television
would also bring education from
cities to hundreds of rural
branches, with talking pictures
replacing talking professors.
At h is most prophetic, he
claimed that a new fuel of vastly
increased power but of infinitesimal bulk will supercede gasoline.
In transportation, he predicted
that electricity would replace
steam, at least on eastern railroads. Aircraft would attain a
speed of 6 miles a minute. and
networks of airlines would encircle the globe. Aircraft would
be able to take off and land
vertically, and entire blocks in
city
centers would
become
terminals and hangers, with
their roof serving as landing
fields. On land , automobiles
would use the science of aerodynamics to increase performance per horsepower by lessening
wincl res istance. Artists would

think in terms of the industrial problems of their age
and utilitarian objects would be
as beautiful as "works of art."
He believed that beauty, utility
and profit ability could be mutually beneficial.

T

he world of the theater was
Norman Bel Geddes' first
love, and although he was
to turn away from it at the
height of his career as " my fickle
mistress," his ideas revolutionized
every aspect of the make-believe
world. He was one of the first
men of this century to create
happenings in which production ,
performers and audience became
one expression. He realized that
in the contrived environment of
the theater human experience
could be modulated by shaping
space, sound , light and action.
These intangible elements arc,
more than physical objects, the
very substance of the environment. In the hands of a sensitive person they can be blended
to achieve a symbolic atmosphere and create emotional
beauty.
So intent was Bel G eckles on
molding an unforgettable experience that he did not hesitate
to demand physical changes in
theatrical form in order to
ach ieve his purpose. No element
was too small to escape his attention . One of his first innovations was to change the quality
of stage lighting by moving the
spotlights from their traditional
slot at the foot of the stage to
the face of the balcony. 1o element was too large for him to
undertake. He did not hesitate
to rip out th e proscenium of
the theater in order to dissolve
the traditional separation of the
unreal and the real.
His first great set for the
theater was a proposal for staging Dante's Div ine Com edy. Although never realized , its theatrical promise was such that it
gave him an instant reputation
as master of the theatrical environment . Conceived in 1921 to
commemorate the 600th a nniversary of Dante's death, it
called for a massive single set
in which Hades, Purgatory and
Paradise were to be played in a
massive stepped stage crater.
Light for the production was to
come first, from the bowels of
the crater representing Hell;
then as the play progressed , the
light was to shift to high above

the stage, representing Paradise.
A writer for the New R epublic
was moved to write about his
set that "when you look long
at it, it darkens the imagination
and stirs you, seeming to rise
out of the magic substance and
shadow of the earth."
The interest generated by his
set for the Divine Comedy led
to an invitation in 1923 to join
l\Iax Reinhart to produce The
Miracle in the United States.
Bel Geddes ignored the form of
earlier productions of that play
in Europe to conceive a scheme
whereby the entire interior of
the old Century Theater in New
York City would be transformed
into a symbolic gothic cathedral. He cut away the proscenium in order to install a 30-ft.high altar and altered the auditorium to include 11 40-ft.-high
stained glass windows and 20
groined gothic arches. The audience of 3, 100 became members
of the cast by sitting on pews
rather than standard theater
seats. The J\1iracle was an unqualified success, running for
two seasons in New York and
then on the road for four years.
This one achievement confirmed
his genius a nd made him a celebrity and champion of grandeur. l\Ioreover. the influence
of this work on the great movie
palaces of the 1920s was unmistakable. Bel Geddes understood
th e public predilection for grandiose historic style as a proper
theatrical atmosphere. As a result, movie houses across the
country were transformed into
Renaissance palaces, Egyptian
temples, Elizabethan castles and
on , and on. This affection for
historic environment still pre\•ails. There are now synthetic
Shakespearian taverns hidden in
the bowels of brutalistic piles of
concrete a nd Danish country
kitchens
between
glass-andbronze architectural boxes.
Later in his career he realized
that the present and hyperreal
could be as absorbing as the
historical a nd ephemeral within
the closed environment of the
theater. In 1935 he designed the
>cts for Sidney Kingsley's D ead
End i11 which he recreated a micl-

l\f anhattan wharf front with the
Dead End Kids dropping off the
edge of the stage wharf into water out of sight of the audience.
The background "music" consisted of actual sounds of the
street, crowds approaching, dogs
barking and boat whistles recorded along the East River by a

;ound truck. He wrote a sound
plot for th e 129 sound cues picked
up by three operators from 15
records.

A

2
I.Stage set for Sidney Kingsley's Dead End
(1935); 2. window display for Frank lin Simon
& Co. (1928); 3 and 4 . chair and conference
room for J . Walter Thompson Company.
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Jthough
Norman
Bel
Geddes crea tee!
many
other theatrical stagings,
his interest in the world of makebelieve began to flag and he
gradually became an environmentalist, concerned more and
more with the real world.
His first venture into the real,
or almost real, came in 1928
just after he had declared that
he was leaving the theater for
industrial design. Franklin Simon, a department store at
Fifth Avenue and 38th Street
in New York City, invited him
to decorate its windows for
Christmas. Proceeding on the
principle that the show window
is also a theater of sorts and
its merchandise the players, he
attracted gaping crowds by reducing the usual mass of displayed objects to only three
items. He clothed a Modiglianili ke aluminum bust in a Meary
Agnes turban and scarf in vermilion and blue and placed it
with a handbag on a glass disk.
Several triangular shapes formed
the background across which
concealed spotlights cast shadows
of the objects at center stage.
True to his belief that the first
element of a good design is to
attract the sympathetic attention
of its audience, his windows
stopped traffic on Fifth Avenue
and revo lutionized display design i11 the United States. For
the first time an American designer had made modern art a
popular successful instrument of
merchandising.
For Norman Bel Geddes the
Century of Progress Exposition
planned by Chicago for 1933
offered an opportunity to make
a massive contribution to the
American environment. It promised to be everything he believed in. It was theater, yet on
a real scale and in the open daylight rather than the darkened
auditorium. He was only a con-

sultant to the Architectural
Commission for the Fair. yet his
own projected schemes for theaters and restaurants, none realized because of the Depression.
went far beyond the final structures built in Chicago. One of
his restaurants was conceived
as an island dance restaurant;
another, perhaps his grandest

scheme, was for an aerial revolving restaurant 278 ft. highor rather, three restaurants, each
catering to a different clientele.
This concept, combining his
sense of theater and dining,
paved the way to acceptance for
the
innumerable
restaurants
perched high today on stilts and
television towers overlooking
city- a nd fairscapes.
It was a short step for Norman Bel Geddes from theater to
interior design. His most elegant
interior was conceived for the
J. Walter Thompson offices in
1929. It championed the application of modern design to highlevel business by creating a dramatically simple and thoroughly
masculine suite wherein every
d etail was a n organic outgrowth
of the real life dramas that were
played there. He placed lights
on dimmers behind translucent
panels in a two-story-high ceiling so that, like the theater, he
could modulate light so that it
would fall only upon the lectern
at the foot of the T -sh aped room
or across the board room table
at the cross bar of the T . The
power and drama of a major
advertising agency was played
on a cool gray carpet against
wa lls alternating gray fabric
with black vitrolite panels and
from modern cube-like chairs
covered in an intense green
velour. His successful association
with ]. Walter Thompson came
full circle a few years later when
that age ncy made it possible for
him to project his visions for a
new
environment
conceived
around the incursion of the
automobile into the national
landscape.
For most men of ordinary
talent the collapse of the national eco nomy during the Depression after 1929 brought
down with it their expansive
drea ms of the 1920s. However,
to Norman Bel Geddes this great
crisis offered a challenge and
gave momentum to his plans for
the future. If the disappearance
of investment ca pital stopped
other men in their tracks, it
onl y stimulated him and lent
wings to his dreams. Even before th at Black Tuesday of the
Stock
Market,
Bel
Geddes
seemed to have sensed that
change was in the air-that the
make-believe world was no
longe r where the action was. "In
1927," he wrote in Horizons, I
decided that I would no longer
devote myself to the theater
but would experiment in design-

ing motor cars, ships, factories,
railways, sources more akin to
life today than the theater." He
saw industry as an entirely new
kind of opportunity for artists
-not, condescendingly, as only
arena for sensitive men who
could serve society at the same
time as they found an outlet for
their creativity. He knew as
much as anyone of his day that
the United States had produced
an economic aristocracy based on
manufactured
products
and
sensed that it would accept
a temporary source of incomebut rather as a rich and varied
product esthetics as an opportunity to act as a patron of the
arts without diminishing its
profit capability.

1
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1. Laboratories designed for Toledo
Scale Co; 2. scale for same client; 3.
patent drawing of gas range (1933);
4 . model of TV theater for NBC.
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el Geddes was convinced
that design could be employed successfully by industry to create better utilitarian objects. He believed that
people desired and deserved better products and claimed that
well-designed products would
"find immediate acceptance because of their simplicity, their
perfect fitness to the use to
which they are devoted and
their freedom from misleading
detail
and
ornamentation."
Beauty and utility could be made
inseparable in mass-produced objects by freeing them of historic
forms for service. By some curious form of esthetic myopia, cultural historians have ignored
industrial designs produced by
Bel Geddes and his younger
American associates as the true
source of contemporary massproduced form. The handsomely
proportioned clean forms which
he originally proposed (1928)
in his designs for the Toledo
Scale Company were certainly
the source or, at the very least,
anticipated the idolized and
much
more recent German
Braun products. And, even before
the
Bauhaus · usurped
the interest of American estheticians, he and his associates had
applied this same philosophy of
form to the development of a
line of modular stove elements
for the Standard Gas Equipment
Company. Even more importantly, he pioneered the concept of
design analysis b~ which 12 ·interchangeable modules replaced
I 00 earlier stove combinations.
These first all-sheet metal, allenamel stoves doubled the sales
of the company, revolutionizing

that industry. Within two years
all other stove manufacturers
had followed suit. On both of
these landmark products, Bel
Geddes demonstrated his unique
ability to begin with a rather
simple assignment in product
esthetics and expand it into a
true design project culminating
in a major contribution.

ways eager to make a real con·
tribution to his environment.
Despite his limited education,
or better still, perhaps because
of it, he was not encumbered
with cultural baggage and traditional patterns of knowledge
limiting the range or direction
of his search. "He starts as if
nothing had ever been designed
before," observed Sheldon Cheney, "applying an intensely imaginative power to every detail
of the design problem .... "
He moved easily from simpler
problems in streamlined forms to
traffic studies, and then on to
city and even continental planning. By 1937, his interest in
transportation had grown into
a concept for automotive planning for a hypothetical city of
tomorrow to which citizens
would flock to work in the morning and then, reversing their
flow in the evening, escape to
the peaceful suburbs. On assignment through the J. Walter
Thompson Agency he designed
and built a model of Metropolis
as part of an advertising program for the Shell Oil Company.
His traffic system concept included many ideas which are
common today such as, one-way
roads, traffic lanes for various
speeds, access lanes and supplementary lanes for loading and
unloading. Other innovative
ideas such as taking the headlights off of the automobiles and
placing them on roadway guide
rails to be lit by approaching
traffic and incorporating stop
and go lights on the dashboard
of every car to be energized according to the traffic condition
at ead1 intersection have yet to
be realized . In today's world,
when automobiles have been
found guilty of air pollution , it
is interesting to note that when
the Metropolis model was being
photographed in the .J. Walter
Thompson offices, traffic haze, a
sign of progress and prosperity
then, was simulated by smokepots located within the model.

N

orman Bel Geddes, it has
been pointed out, was embarrassed at being called
the father of streamlining, and
unfairly credited with applying
the laws of aerodynamics to such
stationary objects as toilet bowls
and pencil sharpeners. He had,
indeed, promoted the application
of streamlining to transportation
forms-to ocean liners, trains,
transcontinental buses and automobiles-not as a means of
achieving greater speed, but
rather with a conviction that,
as he put it, "the object of reducing air resistance is not more
speed, but rather to increase
efficiency and economy of operation. " He knew that clean forms
with no protruberances such as
headlights,
fenders,
doors,
hinges, spare tires, etc. would
reduce air resistance. However,
despite his efforts to convince
those about him that reason and
practicality should rule design,
his designs became paradigms of
the mania for speed and the
progress which it implied that
ruled the early Thirties.
In 1929, he and a German
aeronautical engineer, Otto Koller, conceived and proposed a
mammoth airliner to carry 400
passengers at a cruising speed of
72 miles an hour in luxury complete with promenade decks and
a dance floor. His only contact
with reality, however, was to be
an assignment to design the interiors of the Pan American
Clippers. Even so, his innovative
practicality led him to combine
safety, comfort, compactness and
appearance in a cluster of recommendations which established
the type form for commercial
a ircraft

A

interiors. Fold-awa)' ta-

bles, food and food services for
dining aloft, and zippered covers
for ready inspection of the air
frame were among his recommendations.
Bel · Geddes was, indeed, the
prototype industrial designerforever dissatisfied with things
as they are-always anxious to
undertake new assignments-al-

1. Patent drawi ng of ocean liner; 2.
airliner holding 451 passengers and a
crew of 155 (1932); 3. streamlined
steam express train; 4 . patent draw·
ing of automotive vehicle.

11 of the great dreams

which
Norman
Bel
Geddes nourished came
into full fruition in his design
for the Futurama Exhibit for
General Motors at the 1939
New York World's Fair. It was
a direct outgrowth of the Shell
Oil job and had already been
passed over by the Goodyear
Company when GM decided to

take a chance. Although Futurama was still theater in a way,
it provided more than nine million people with a 13-minute
sound-chair ride across a world
of tomorrow. It was not an illusion as much as it was a prediction. It was fantasy based on the
logic of transcontinental multilane, multilevel highways leaping from ocean to ocean, driving
through mountain ranges and
flying over valleys and rivers.
Upon emerging from this trip
into the future , spectators were
treated to a visit to a full-scale
l\fanhattan intersection of tomorrow (still to come) wherein
pedestrians moved casually and
freely on overhead walkways,
while service vehicles went about
their work on the level below.
To Norman Bel Geddes the entire environment had become
theater within which men could
relate to one another, sharing
experiences with dignity and elegance, sanity and serenity.
Norman Bel Geddes had a
deep faith in the American
blend of technology and democracy. He was convinced that,
as the common objects of every
day life are refined, they will
become even more beautiful and
culturally significant. Given free
choice he believed that people
had a deep craving for good
things over bad and that public
taste would continue to improve
and demand even better products. Americans, he felt had
achieved the beginning of a true
expression of their time. "Just
as surely as the artists of the 14th
century are remembered for
their cathedrals. so will those of
the 20th be remembered for
their factories and the products
of their factories."
He found it difficult to believe
that technology could work
against the best interest of the
public and, although he warned
that there was always the danger
that people could become "the
victims rather than the masters
of .their own ingenuity," he felt
that in the end men would
achieve complete mastery of the
machine.
Such ideas may seem strongly
naive in the contemporary climate of runaway affluence and
technology misadventure. Yet,
isn't this just the moment to invoke the optimism and faith of
Norman Bel Geddes? Isn't this
just the moment to honor once
again the vision and courage of
this first American designer of
the 20th century?

!. Model of The City of Tomorrow sponsored by the Shell Oil Co. (1937); 2, 3
and 4. the General Motors building at
the New York World's Fair (1939).
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TWO
PARTS
INTO
ONE
WHOLE

FINE HALL

The most interesting fact about the handsome, new building complex just completed at Princeton University is that it is the work of
two separate firms of architects, operating quite independently,
yet quite in harmony.
At the northern end of the complex (left in aerial view) is
Henry Burchard Fine Hall, the mathematics building-a faculty
tower and classroom wing designed by vVarner Burns Toan Lunde;
and at the southern end of the complex is the square doughnutshapcd Stanley Palmer Jadwin Physical Laboratory, designed by
Hugh Stubbins and Associates. The two buildings are shown at
left-above and below, respectively.
Between the mathematics and the physics buildings is a spacious
plaza. This is actually the roof level of a two-story building,
dc,igned also by vVBTL, and containing the jointly-used mathphysics library. The library area also forms an enclosed pedestrian
link between the two major buildings.
There arc two reasons why this joint effort produced such a
harmonious building complex: first, the two firms involved quickly
agreed upon a single, architectural vocabulary of materials and
colon,; and second, they both agreed on the manner in which their
new complex should relate to existing movement patterns on the
Princeton campus.
The materials agreed upon were a fairly hard brick ranging in
color from a near-green to a dark pink; granite (more of this in
the mathematics than in the physics building); and glass framed
in off-black sash. The physics building uses clear glass, because
Stubbins did not want the color distortions that go with tinted
glazing; the mathematics wing uses bronze-tinted glass. Otherwise
the exterior and much of the interior detailing of both buildings
is remarkably similar.
Arn! the massing of the new complex in relation to existing
mo,·ement patterns on the Princeton campus was quickly agreed
upon also: the plaza lies at the east end of College vValk, an important circulation route that connects the academic area of the
campus with the stadium. Rather than cut across College vValk,
the architects agreed to use their new plaza as a kind of waystation along this traditional, pedestrian link.
\\'ithin those two fundamental areas of agreement, each architectural firm had to work out its own solutions to some very
different programs. The Jadwin Physical Laboratory contains large,
loft-type spaces, adjustable to change-including a cyclotron in a
separate block visible at bottom right in aerial, whereas Fine Hall
contains many small spaces that sen·e as studies for faculty members
and studC'nts, or as seminar and mC'eting rooms for small groups.

JADWIN HALL

Fine Hall (top left) is Princeton's new
mathematics

and

statistics

building;

Jadwin Hall (bottom left) is the university's new six-level physics laboratory. The two structures are linked by
a plaza that is really the roof of the
two-story
mathematics-physics-statistics library. The aerial view and the
section

explain

the

connection.

LIBRARY

FINE HALL

The most striking feature of the
new mathematics and statistics
building by \'\Tarner Burns Toan
Lunde is its 13-story tower. According to the architects, the
tower form was developed for
two reasons: first, it would punctuate the new plaza and give it
a sense of place; and, second,
the tower form is reminiscent of
other, neo-gothic Princeton towers, without being imitative of
them.
The tower contains faculty
offices and seminar rooms-no
more than eight offices per floor,
each of them somewhat oddly
and differently shaped to get
away from the usual monotony
of institutional plans. Access corridors radiate from the circulation core to the four corners of
each tower, and terminate in slot
windows between the cloublccolumns that form the corners.
The rooms as well as the corridors enjoy varied and often
dramatic views. The tower is
sheathed primarily in tinted glass
and granite.
To the east of the tower is a
three-story wing that contains
study places, classrooms and seminar rooms of different shapes
and sizes. Each of these has been
given a pleasantly residential
character, consistent with the
countrylike surroundings. At the
plaza level (top plan) the threestory wing is quite open, and
there are views into the library
areas below. At the extreme east
end of this wing there is a large
seminar room-a "colloquium"
as yet left unfinished for budgetary reasons. Its form is very
different from the insistently
octagonal shapes found elsewhere in the mathematics building. This is because the colloquium comes closest to the
physics building to the south,
and it seemed only polite to
relate it to that structure in
general form.
\'\!RTL also designed the connecting plaza and the library

spaces under it. To avoid a sense
of basement living, the architects
manipulated the landscape so
that the glass walls of all library
spaces look out over sloping
lawns and planted courts. At the
main level of the library, one
level below that of the plaza,
there is a wide, glass-walled foyer
that forms the main entrance to
the reading areas when the two
major buildings arc closed. (The
entrance to this foyer is visible
just under the plaza level in top
photo opposite.) This wide foyer
is also the enclosed, pedestrian
link between the mathematics
and the physics buildings.
At present, the plaza seems a
bit barren. But there will soon
be additional landscaping and a
large "stabile" sculpture by Alexander Calder. The most important facror to give it more life
than is visible in these photographs, however, is its location
in the path of College \Valkbetween the heart of the campus
and the stadium.
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FACTS AND FIGURES
Henry Burchard Fine Hall, Princeton
University, Princeton, N.J. Architects:
Warner Burns Toan Lunde (Charles H.
Warner Jr., Robert Burns, partners in
charge; Erdmann K. H. Riedel, project
architect).
Engineers:
Severud·Perrone·Sturm-Con lin·Bandel (structural);
Meyer, Strong and Jones (mechanical
and electrical). Landscape architects:
Clarke and Rapuano. General contractor: Irwin and Leighton Inc. Area: 165,000 sq. ft. Cost: about $5,000,000.
PHOTOGRAPHS: David Hirsch.
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Plans show typical faculty-office and
study level at top, plaza level, and
library level below plaza at bottom.
The top view on the opposite page
looks north from the physics build·
ing. Entrance to the library area is
below the plaza. Smaller photos show
top floor faculty lounge and view
across plaza to physics lab.
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JADWIN HALL

The most successful space of
Hugh Stubbins' physics building
is the court in its center. It is
also the most unexpected space
to find in a laboratory complex,
for the "ideal" lab-from the
point of view of those who work
in it-is a completely controlled,
completely flexible, and preferably completely windowless environment. It is to the architect's
credit that he came up with a
delightfully human environment
instead.
Admittedly, the program here
clicl not call for a typical laboratory loft. About half the space
was allocated to "think" offices
and learning spaces, and these
were grouped around the open
court shown in the photo at top,
right. The experimentalists' "do"
laboratories, by and large, are
located in a research block to the
south of the court. These labs
are surrounded by access corridors, and ventilated through
five huge interior exhaust shafts,
(five others arc in the stair shafts).
Although the labs overlook their
perimeter corridors, these views
crm be controlled with vertical
blinds.
One of the real problems encountered rn doughnut-shaped
plans is that of orientation:
people-especially those not too
familiar with the building-can
easily lose their sense of direction
as they move along ring corridors, especially ring corridor systems as complex as some of those
required in this building. To
solve this problem, the architect
has created a whole series of
littlt' outlooks all along his corridors: views into the court, but
a !so out of the building in all
directions. These little nooks and
crannies work in other ways as
well-they bring in natural light,
unexpectedly, along stretches of
in tetior corridors; and they provide alcoves with built-in seating
and blackboards along the way,
where students and faculty can
discuss theoretical problems.

The cyclotron-a SO-million
electron-volt job-is housed in a
separate wing that juts out from
the southwest corner of .J ad win
Hall. It is surrounded by earth
berms and massive concrete-including 21-ton, 4-ft.-thick concrete doors that are opened and
closed by electric motors-and it
makes .J ad win Hall one of the
best equipped teaching labs of
its kind in the world.
Some have said, and with justification, that many of today's
architects seem to be off on everlasting ego-trips, determined, in
every situation, to outshine their
fellows, regardless of the visual
damage this might do to the environment as a whole.
The real importance of this
new complex of buildings at
Princeton is that it proves an old
adage-that the whole can often
be greater than the sum of its
parts. It takes modesty on the
part of the individual architects
to subscribe to that, and it also
takes vision.
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FACTS AND FIGURES
Stanley Palmer Jadwin Hall, Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. Archtects: Hugh Stubbins and Associates
(Hugh Stubbins, designer; Paul Gray·
son, project architect). Engineers: Le·
Messurier Associates Inc. (structural);
Meyer, Strong and Jones (mechanical
and electrical); Bolt, Beranek and
Newman (acoustical). Landscape architects: Clarke and Rapuano. University consultant: Louis A. Turner. Gen·
eral contractor: Irwin and Leighton
Inc. Building area: 232,344 sq. ft.
Cost: $8,219,800, including cyclotron.
PHOTOGRAPHS: © Ezra Stoller, ESTO.

Plans, from top to bottom, show the
cyclotron floor (with

nuclear physics

research below the main building).
This is at basement level. Next, the
main floor, at the level of the plaza
and the central courtyard. Last, a
typical upper floor, with offices ringing the court on three sides, and labs
to the south of it. Photos opposite,
show the central court. Balconies accessible from offices have planting
boxes
along
parapets.
Conference
area at the second level is shown at
bottom left; and the view at bottom
right is from the stadium to the east.
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TECHNOLOGY

A new government and
industry partnership
for building more housing
BY DAVID PELLISH

If industry is to fill the nation's
housing needs with the high-volume production and cost-saving
innovation required, there must
be fundamental changes in the
homebuilding process. The separate roles and responsibilities of
industry and government must be
realigned. The entire process
must change, so that all participants, including the consumer,
take part in making relevant decisions.
The huge volume of housing
needed, 26 million units by 1978
according to the Housing Act of
1968, and the critical condition
of our cities, particularly those
with riot-torn neighborhoods,
dictate radical procedures. Last
year, production fell far below
half of what is needed, to only
1.2 million dwelling units.
Operation Breakthrough, the
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development program
that aims to increase housing
production by introducing massproduction methods to this country, cannot succeed because it
does not provide for long-term
construction volume. HUD protest to the contrary, there is little
program thrust beyond demonstrating new housing prototypes.
Sixteen months after Breakthrough was announced, several
"winners" have yet to determine
how they can finance building
new factories for full-scale production.
Europe has demonstrated the
kind of commitment a housing
crisis demands. Faced with demolished cities and severe shortages after the war, governments
took the initiative to support
innovation and mass production
building techniques. The Building Research Station and the
National Building Agency arc
typical examples. The former
maintains centers and labs to
study key problems and develop
products. By 1968, they had
helped introduce industrialized
building methods into over 42
per cent of public-assisted housing in the United Kingdom (50
per cent of all housing constructed) .
In the U. S., unfortunately,
there seems to be no such govMr. Pellish is Housing Technology
Officer of the New York State Urban
Development Corporation. An architect
and professional planner, he has held
many posts, including that of assistant
director of the Douglas Commission.
The views he has expressed in this article are personal and do not represent
official UDC policy.

ernment commitment to housing.
If there were a shortage in water,
there is no doubt that government would do whatever necessary, regardless of cost, to restore
the supply. But housing en joys
no such priority despite the fact
that shelter, like water, is a basic
human requirement and should
be treated as a public utility.
Changing the process

How institutional constraints
in the U. S. work to create housing shortages is easily demonstrated by the simple hypothetical case of a man deciding to
build a home.
Government inhibits the choice
and development of his building
site through zoning ordinances,
subdivisions, building codes,
taxes and national policies affecting the How of money for
loans and mortgages. If he wants
to save on construction costs
through new technology, the
owner is inhibited by the nature
of the building industry, local
construction practices, and the
absence of effective collaboration
among the professionals, contractors and subcontractors that
could facilitate expeditious construction at reasonable costs.
These difficulties are further
compounded when a merchant
builder seeks to construct housing on a particular site.
The process, then, is a series
of decisions and actions affecting
the assembly and preparation of
land; the planning, organization
and flow of labor, materials and
financing; and adherence to
standards to protect health and
safety and to meet user needs.
It is clear, however, that the
housing industry, left to its own
devices, is unable to solve the
country's housing cns1s. This
doesn't imply that, from a purely
technical viewpoint, American
homebuilders arc incapable of
producing high-tiuality housing.
They simply cannot, given the
factors of supply and demand
that control homebuilding, produce at a sufficient scale to meet
national needs. Yet this is precisely what Breakthrough asks
the industry to do by providing
only token support in permanently lifting the constraints to
mass homebuilding.
In fact, only government can
start the necessary process of
change, and then only by initiating a coordinated attack on all of
the constraints. There is no single villain. despite efforts by

many people to name one. Take
for example, building codes.
With over 3,270 localities administering their own codes, the
local building department is fair
game. l\I any are understaffed.
underpaid and unsophisticated
in this era of new technology.
The government has two principle responsibilities in homelmilding:
• To protect public health and
safety through code enforcement.
• To expedite construction to
meet urgent national needs.
But many officials, in their uncertainty, enforce the first function to the virtual exclusion of
the second.
A national code system is the
most frequent method pro post: cl
for loosening such constrain ts
to the building industry. Unfortunately, the usual descriptions
are very vague. Some refer to a
single code, with administration
still retained by local building
departments. But a recent Census Bureau survey conducted
for the National Commission on
Urban Problems (the Douglas
Commission) found that 76.2
per cent of local building codes
are already based on one of the
four national model codes. The
model code, therefore, isn't the
problem; the administration is.
The same survey showed that
less than one-sixth of the local
code jurisdictions bothered to
follow the updated version of the
model codes, which are updated
every three to five years to include new technology.
Changing such a situation
should involve introducing a
new form of institution that will
allow for the exchange and How
of building and research information. The building industry
does not have an equivalent of
the National Institutes of Health.
yet the need is tremendous for
the kinds of servi< cs their counterpart could provide.
Proposal for a National Council

A National Council for Development Standards, including an
Institute of Building Sciences,
has been proposed to provide
tcclmical groups inYolved in
standards making and produc
evaluation with a non-gO\·ern
mental agency to which all coulc
refer for objecti\·e tcdmical anal
ysis. Under this approach, thos
concerned with updating build
ing codes could work closely witl
research scientists in advancin,
the art of building.

By specific intent, the Institute
would not have any governmental authority. The wide range of
experts needed for the complex
work envisioned and the inevitable clash of compet ing private
interests in accepting or rejecting
new products dictate tha t the organization operate outside of
governmental influence.
The Institute would:
• Develop and update standards for bui lding codes.
• Evaluate a nd certify new
building products, equipment
an d construction techniques.
• Promote and coord inate research concerned with building
technology.
• Assemble, store and disseminate technical data .
The National Academies of
Sciences and Engineering could
organize th e proposed national
framework by bringing together
all groups. The Academies would
lay the ground rules for operations so that no single sector
would dominate its act1v1t1es.
After the lnstitute's governing
council and technical secretariat
es tab lished the administration
procedures, the Academ ies would
withdraw from activities.
The proposed Ins ti tu te is designed to be self-supporting,
through subscriptions and fees
for services. The federal government could help by providing
funds until the organization
could get off the ground. Then
it would operate throughout the
co untry under the auspices of
various institutions and technical
societies.
As shown in the drawing, institutions such as the American
Society for Testing and l\faterials
(ASTM), American National
Standards Institute (ANSI, formerly USASI) a nd th e National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) can
be ass ig ned areas of responsibility in the Institute framework . A
technical secretariat would work
with technical committees of experts in each area of the building
process. Where road blocks result from insufficient techn ical
data, the Institute could provide
funds and organize the work.
The Institute was nrs t

pro-

posed in early 1968, to the National Commission on Urban
Problems. At the end of that
year, the proposal was incorporated into the commission report.
The concept was endorsed also
by the Kaiser Committee and the
Commerce D epartment's Panel
on Housing Techno logy. In
1969, this writer helped draft a

bill, that was introduced into the
Senate by Senator Javits (RN.Y.) and into the House by
Congressman Morhead (D-Pa.) .
They asked the federal government to provide an annual
start-up grant of SS mi llion for
five years. There was testimony
before the Senate Housing subcommittee of the Banking and
Currency Committee and there,
amid subtle opposition, the bill
died . The American Institute of
Architects and the Council of
Housing Producers testified for
the bill.
HUD did not oppose the proposal overtly. It merely added
some amendments. The objective
of the proposal ... "to establish
a nongovernmental agency ... "
was accepted by HUD without
change. However, in a later passage, an amendment was made
to give the HUD Secretary
"primary responsibility" for activities relating to the evaluation
and certification of building in nova tions. One wonders how
long it would take to assess new
products if the pace of Operation
Brea kthrough is an exa mple.
Initial push

Some questions were raised
about whether or not local governments would abide by I nstitute standards. Why, for example,
would a town building inspector
honor a product certification?
To deal with this, th ere must
be legislation so that states can
withdraw local powers where
localities en force standards that
are more restrictive th a n those
recommended by the Institute.
The states, not th e federa l government, should assume new responsibilities by providing in service training programs for
local officia ls a nd by establishing
appropriate technical agencies
LO advise localities and serve as
an appeals forum for local decisions.
The federal government, on
the other hand, should make the
JnstiLUte an integral part of its
efforts to coordinate and update
building technology by lending it
financial aid in the beginning
a nd by using it as part of its research programs. Given the hypothetical scope of a $SO-million
effort, HUD could use the Institute to in crease housing production through a new program
quite unlike th e Brea kthrough
sweepstakes.
These could be the progra m
guidelines:

1. Start with digestible amo unts
of research expenditures. A fouryear budget for a building program at HUD cou ld proportion
its support so that a basic research progra m and initial support o[ the Institute of Building
Sciences would each run $S million an nually. An Industrialized
Building Program could therefore be fund ed at SS million the
first year, but absorb up to S40
million in the fourth year.
2 . Concentrate efforts at the beginning on ap plied research tied
to production . Thus, funds
would pay for possible overruns
at th e beginning to eliminate un certainties that raise start-up
costs. Funding for long-term
housing production runs should
be committed in advance from
other HUD programs.
3 - Basic resea rch with new materials and innovations in management should be directed by a
J0111t-venture industry council,
based on long- term needs, not so
much on a project-by-project
basis. Strategies would be developed in conjunction with the
proposed Council on D evelopment Standards.
4 . Promote th e es tablishment of
a chain of research centers in
universities to provide for regional needs a nd to develop research specialists.
A sister proposal

An Environmental Inst itute is
an intrinsic part of th e National
Council plan to coordinate
standards to improve the manmade environment. It is designed to fill a gap, to elimin a te
duplication an d to provide for a
more rational approach to the institutions and regulations that
govern urban development.
This section of the National
Council could both develop, as
well as coordinate, standards to
improve indoor and outdoor
living conditions. Among other
innovative guidelines, a new typ e
of code called a Neighborhood
Conservation Code cou ld be developed. Standards could then be
a pplied to all areas a nd all types
of property, not on ly housing.
Unlike housing codes, standards
would apply to more than the
interior of a house. Property
owners and architects co uld obtain one-stop service and avoid
the duplication and contradictions of working with many
agencies. l\Iaintenance could be
ensured a nd the spread of blighting conditions stopped.

The roles that the National Institutes could play in the building and housing industry are
clear, but the Institutes alone are
not enough. They must have the
back up provided by clear gov·
ernment commitment to assure
industry there will be adequate
supplies of land, materials, labo1
and money for housing production to increase.
Assem bling house sites

Aside from urban renewal
procedures, there is now no feasible alternative for central cities
to provide land for housing oth er
than to use marginal land, where
the costs of found ations are very
expensive. For example, in New
York City, there are no available
downtown ites, so it has planned
projects over water or on fill that
require pipes, caissons and fill ,
such as Waterside.
On the other hand, there is
underdeveloped land in the New
York City metropolitan area, outside the city limits, to provide
the flow of land needed to meet
New York City's housing needs.
But first the restrictive and
ab usive codes and ordinances
must be removed so that there can
be construction of multifamily
houses.
To overcome zoning restrictions government must strike at
th e foundation of these abuses,
i.e., the fundamental constitutional question of whether or not
a community can use stategra nted police powers to deny
en try to lower income families
by requiring large building sites.
This problem will be resolv ed
only when the Supreme Court
reviews the entire basis of 7011ing. Unfortunately, it has dealt
with too few cases since the historic Euclid vs. Ambler decision
in 1926, which formally recogni1ed the constitutionality of zoning. Un Lil the court takes action
against exclusionary zoning practices, the states and federal government must take interim
steps.
Acting on Governor Rockefeller's initiative, the New York
State legislature did authorize the
establishment of the Urban Development Corporation-granting it powers to override local
restrictive codes and ordinances.
A state government thus, confronted with a crisis in housing
production , literally took back
some of the police powers granted
to loca lities and assigned them to
an agency that was established to

get 011 with the business of building housin11;.
Other states, stnh as :\[assachusl't ts, han~ begun to clc\'elop in110\'ati\'C', though less comprehensi\l', approaches to surmount
local !Oiling obstadl's. The proposal there is to proYide state
11uchi11cry to oyerride local zoning decisions.
!'he greatest threat to similar
action Jiy other states is the sacred
, ow of h.ome rule. State Ie11;islators
arl'. after all, scnsiti\'e to their
, 011stitucnts ;11ul the one-man,
one-\ ote rule means more power
to thl' suburbs, the primary source
of local 1.oning abuses today.
The federal government is also
slHrn·ing new signs of wantin11; to
get into the rnning game. SecreLtn Romney of HUD recently
warned communities against excl mionary practices by taking a
page from the Kaiser Commission
Report and requcstin?; con11;ressio11al authorin1tion to preempt
local zoning rcgula tions where
they exclude lower-income housing.
H ll D a ppcars to be taking the
position that it would disregard
local wishes, as expressed by their
master plans. and impose \Vashington's planning standards in
particular areas for constructing
housing. The moti\'ation may be
!:tudable but the practice can
11c,-cr work. £yen if there were
;1grecment on the social objectin·s of such a policy, it is pure
fallacy to belieYc that planners,
armed with federal powers, can
dkctiYelv determine how a community shall grow. HUD's propmal lacks real comprehension of
the true purpose of zoning-pro' iding planning standards and
, 011 trols to promote the orderly
gTo\vth of a con1rnunity.

It is also unfortunate that
HUD has not seen fit to follow
the example established in the
kcnncdy Aclministra ti on when
1he J w.ticc Department aided
, i' ii rights causes in its court battlt·s. The HUD Secretary could
scnT as an amicus curiaP (friend
of thl' court) in cases to end
abuses of /Oning powers.
The federal governmci:t could
111ake another contribution towards opening up suburban land
!or housing by proYiding "impact
grants" to absorb increased populations. These are the types of
gr;111 ts that now go to localities
near army bases to provide school
~md other facilities for soldiers'
families.
Problems such as relocation of
falllilics and business prior to

demolition make land assembly
extremely difficult within builtup urban areas. \Ve must therefore expand the fundamental
philosophy of the urban renewal
program. \Vithout undermining
the legal basis of sen ing a public
purpose, it must be made possible for communities to assemble
land in unsubsidized programs.
Government powers of eminent
domain mule! be used in this case
to acquire sites and prepare them
for new housing construction.
The costs would be borne by the
future housing occupants or, if
public-assisted, by the goYernment housing program using
those sites. This dc\'ice has already been used for many years
by communities in New York
State.
Supply of labor and materials.

Looked at m·er the long run,
the supply of skilled labor will
become critical in the not too distant future. The eYidcncc is irrefutable when you examine
such factors as the average age of
our skilled craftsmen and compare the rates of entry and attrition.
The real supply of skilled
construction labor has not eycn
been determined yet. The number of workers who drift in and
out of construction has never
been known. For example, construction labor statistics reported
by the Department of Commerce
exclude force accounts. Therefore, labor employed by a company to build its own buildings
are never accounted for.
Government policy should be
to make construction as stable as
possible. But in many instances
government policy accomplishes
just the opposite. Large public
projects often draw upon the
local labor force to such an extent
that shortages instantly appear in
that region. \'\Tork schedules of
public agencies overlap so that
they compete with one another.
In recent years, the federal,
state and local governments have
been responsible for about oncthird of the annual construction
\'olume. The U.S. Department of
Commerce reported that in l 9fi9
the public sector accounted for
over $28 billion of new construction put in place, out of a national total of $91 billion.
Two ways government can use
its influence are through its
clecisionmaking role in awarding
contracts and by developing sophisticated information systems.

To start this effort, the federal
government could select a given
region in which state and local
agencies agree to participate in
an information exchange that
could guide decisionmakers on
schedules, costs and available
supplies of labor and materials.
Local, state and federal agencies
would be required to submit
nece,,ary data to regional information centers. The feedback
would enable administrators to
anticipate critical periods well in
advance.
Shifting work schedules is one
way to stabilize employment patterns. It has been traditional
to expect construction employment to increase 30 per cent between February and ;\ugust.
There should be a special subsidy program where winter construction projects could be aided.
The intention would be to lower
the costs of unemployment insurance by su bsidizi11g production,
not nonproduction.
In England and Europe, construction sites are enclosed in
polyurethane sheets with heating
inside, so that the men work indoors all year around. The U.S.
has not followed their example
because contractors are uncertain of the costs of special supplies (heat, clothing. CO\'er, etc.)
and goyernmen t has not forced
the issue.
The supply of money

Housing production is a key
element of the country's economy, but it is not protected. It
is the constant victim of monetary
policies and there is no government mechanism to insulate the
flow of money for housing industry experiences oyerrcactions to
the
fluctuations
within
the
broader economy.
Romney's answer has been to
suggest pouring more money into
housing and permit FHA to insure mortgages at higher rates.
That, however, could isolate
whole sections of the populations
that cannot afford to pay the
higher costs that would result.
The large volume of housing
intended for lower-income families will require government subsidies. Despite claims of substantial cost-savings potentially
through new technology, we cannot expect the drastic reduction
required to reach their income.
The current practice of providing federal subsidies in year-toyear appropriations is completely
illogical. The Highway Trust

Fund assured that highway construction funds would be isolated
from the annual appropriation
politicking. Is it not time for government housing to be treated a'
seriously as automobiles?
Legislation has been discussed
in New York State requiring all
institutions holding or dealing
with public savings, including
banks, life insurance companies
and pension funds, to imest a
minimum portion of their portfolios in housing for lower-income (including low-. moderatcand lower-middle-income families). The risks would be negligible because mmt housing for
lower-income families is insured
by some type of federal, state or
local housing programs.
There is a precedent: Insurance companies \Oluntarily set
aside S 1 billion, then another S 1
billion for housing, and they
didn't stop to ask their stockholders' opinions. If C\'en fiye per
cent of public savings were set
aside for lower-income housing it
would change the picture tremendously.
Professional commitment

The magnitude of the task requires more than token contributions by a few. One approach I
proposed to the N cw York State
Association of A.rchitects was that
it establish community development centers, run by all professionals cornmi tted to resoh'ing
urban problems-ranging from
the design professions to doctors.
lawyers and sociologists. The centers would not onlv be concernetl
with building, bt{t with people
problems, such as new communitv
clay care centers for children an~l
the infirm. The staff could actively assist low-income housing
programs by determining the actual needs of the ultimate occupants-before the design programs are established. The
experiences of OEO and Model
Cities could be used for organizing and administering these centers.
Although the federal government can not, nor should it, assume the role of big brother in
each area, it can wield influence
and lead other sectors of the
economy to assume their responsibilities. If constructive steps are
taken now, by 11;ovcrnment at all
levels, it would be possible to see
tangible results in five to ten
years.
The nation can no longer afford to wait. If not now, when?
(Technolo_![)' cont. on f:u1![e JOI)
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SITE PLAN

HILL HOUSE AVENUE

Winner of the competition for Yale
University's new mathematics building,
designed by Venturi & Rauch. Opposite
top: the building is very much dependent on the old mathematics building
next to it. Opposite bottom: the block
has a large interior space; directly behind the old math building is the
Breuer-designed Becton Center. Above:
crucial to the site planning was the relationship to the national historic landmark north of the site.
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Everything about the competition
for Yale's new matht'matics building is out of the ordinary. A
distinguished jury has voted
unanimously, with great enthu·
siasm, for the entry by Venturi &
Rauch, one of the most controversial names in American architecture today. The program was
unusual in calling for a building
that would fit in with the existing
fabric. The site, too, is extraordinary-a generous slot along
New Haven's short, but grand,
Hillhouse Avenue; complications
occur at every corner and every
level of the site (railroad tracks
make a deep cut across virtually
the center of the available land).
.\ncl the campus itself is unique
among American universitieswith major buildings by Saarinen,
Kahn, Rudolph, Bunshaft, Johnson, Breuer, it has been called the
country's "greatest open-air museum of modern architecture."
This is precisely why a competition was indicated. According to Charles W. Moore, its
professional adviser: "Kingman
Brewster [president of Yale], Ed
Barnes [as Campus Planner] and
I all felt it wasn't the time or
place for 'important' buildings
any more. The best part of Yale
anyway is its integrated environment, and the monuments never
became part of the fabric. Not
many people can do the kind of
buikling we wanted, but a competition would gi\·e many people
to choose from." The program
spelled out quite dearly what was
wanted: "the integration of new
buildings into the strong existing
fabric"-the "superbly integrated
fabric" of Gothic and Georgian
buildings and courts elating from
around 1930.
.\. competition had been suggested for the l\Iellon Gallery,
four years ago, both by l\foore
and by Barnes independently.
Brewster disagreed. By 1969, however, the university's director of
development was also pushing for
a competition, and Brewster was
interested.
Some 1,600 architects were interested, too, registering for the
competition when it was announced last fall. Ultimately, 479
sent complete entries-still a sizeable number. Because of the interest this competition has
aroused from architects, because
of the change in direction by a
major institution (in having a
competition at all, and in seeking
a building that wouldn't be another monument) , and because
the winning solution is consid-

ercd by one of the jurors, Romalclo Giurgola, "like a door
opening on the future," the competition has major signifi.cance
for the 1970s.
A detailed program

The program, in brief, called
for slight remodeling of the present mathematics building (Leet
Oliver l\Iemorial Hall), and the
construction of a new building
adjacent to it. The new building
would provide offices for faculty,
aclrninistra ti on and teaching assistants ("an office is as important
to a mathematician as is a laboratory to an experimental scientist"); comfortable gathering
space for faculty and graduate
students, on a clay-to-day basis
and for departmen ta! social
eyents; four conference/seminar
rooms; two large lecture rooms;
and a substantial library ..\11 of
th is totalled 31,500 sq. ft. of net
usable space; maximum square
footage was pegged at 60,000, and
maximum ground cm·eragc at
12,000.
The site presented complex
constraints. The two-block Hillhouse .\venue, says the program,
"must have been one of the most
elegant residential streets anywhere" in the late 19th century.
The first block now has some
newer buildings, but the second
"still has its fine old piles, mostly
of the Tuscan villa persuasion,
with frequent Egyptian overtones." The competition parcel
is the first block of Hillhouse,
separated from the cross-street by
a small National Historic Landmark, Dana House.
The program assumed that the
new building would acknowledge the scale of Dana House at
the same time that it would
respect the existing building line
and height li11e of the other buildings along Hillhouse. The railroad tracks must also be respected; the program assumed
their continued light use (one or
two freight cars a day). Further
requirements were: 1) a continuation of the block's interior
plaza, recently extended by the
new Breuer-designed Becton Center Plaza, and 2) a link between
Leet OliYer and the new building (not mandatory, but advantageous) .
The program was essentially
the work of the ma th department (and principally Professor
Charles E. Rickart, later one of
the jurors) , with assistance from
Buildings & Grounds Planning.
l\Joore's contribution to the pro-

gra m was its preamble, calling for "workable, economical ,
generally non-monume nta l space "
a nd for th e integra tion of new
with old. " What we meant," says
J\Toore, " is th a t it should fit in
with Hillhouse Avenu e, not make
a separate sta tement, no t call a ttention to itself." H e admits th a t
th e phrase "gen era lly non -monume ntal " may be hed ging; to
mee t the d emands of th e progra m, th e buildin g would h ave
lO
be si7a ble, a nd Hillhouse
Ave nu e is alread y a stree t of
monuments. But "se lf-efface me nt"
was th e quality th a t was wanted ,
says Moore.
A no th er contribution by Moore
was the site visit r equired of
each co mpe titor. " I'd never h ea rd
of its being m a ndatory before."
(Professor Ri ckart repo rts th a t
som e competitors stayed to talk ;
most, including Ve nturi , just
looked and m easured and photognph ed.) M oore a lso se lected
th e jury: Edward
Larrabee
Barnes, E. Kevin R oche, Roma ldo Giurgola , and J o lrn Christianse n, represe ntin g th e architec tural profession (th e last, a n
architec ture stud ent, a lread y li·
ce nsed in Florid a and finishing
up his J\I. Arch. d egree a t Ya le) ;
and three from Yale (Rickart,
Vin cent Scully, a nd Edwa rd
Dunn , direc tor of Buildings &
Grounds Planning).
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study the pl ans, the more things
1 di sco ve r th a t I like."
Says Scully, " I t is absolutely
stra ig htfo rward , e loqu entl y simpl e. Th e form , whi ch is so m uch
more mod es t th a n a ny of th e
o thers, just swells with ge nerosity
of sp ace, in th e most eco nom ica l
terms. T his build ing takes the
vern acul ar of architec tu re a nd
m akes a n art of it. W'e have not
a sing le qu alifica ti o n a bout it."
Says Roche, "T he key was in
th e progra m, if p eop le had read it
ca refull y. They wa nted a very
mod es t, ve ry direct so lution." To
Roche. th e building's grea t su btl e ty shows " th e ve ry hi ghes t level
of th e a bility to d es ign ."
Giurgola, in his jury report,
calls th e bui ldin g "a fres h statem ent of g rea t hope for a n arch itecture of meas ure, of se lect ivity,
of passio n for th e simpl es t th ing.
and hi ghl y se nsitive to the hum a n co nditi o n." Spea king abo u t
it la ter a t g reate r leng th he says.
" It ope ns a new possibi li ty for th e
interpre ta tion o f architec tu re no
longe r as an exce pti o na l object.
Th e real importa nce of th e Venturi building is in disco ver ing a
proper la ng uage, in fin d ing a
proper rela ti o nship wi th a ll the

The jury's enthusiasm

.Jury members speak of th e
Ve nturi & R a uch building with·
out reservation. " It addresses itself completely to th e progra m,"
says Ricka rt, " but it also se nses
the organism behind th e program . H e sensed our informa lity,
and our needs as a community
of m a th ematicia ns. The more I
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Section at top is as indicated on plan
at bottom. Note relationship to existing
math building. Library, with outdoor
deck , is on fifth floor, with mezzanine
above it. Office floors are similar
throughout; third floor has two-level
faculty lounge. First floor has outdoor
patio at rear as congregating space for
the large lecture halls in basement.

View from west

things th a t are part of th e existing
situa ti o n . Certa inl y not everything commo n is good . And it is
not a ma tter of subduing yourself,
or you have no thing ness."
Dunn looks upon the buildin g
a ~ " an excellent solutio n. " His
a pproach was pragma ti c, he says,
in that he was looking fo r a compac t pla n, minima l site coverage,
a n eco nomi ca l building. Less
pragmati call y, he was "sensitive
to university people ge ttin g togeth er easil y."
Christi a nsen sees in it " ho p e
th a t architecture can cease to
be a m a nufa ctured es th etic,
with man y of its rules made up
by architec ts for a rchitec ts. T his
building is interes ted in sol ving
problems and m aking an envi·
ronme nt for those wh o will use
it, no t ma nufacturin g a 'style' or
m a kin g ni ce ti es th a t don 't co unt.

The builc!rng is yery respons1ye
to a real situation, yet very poetic,
brilliant: at e\cry turn, Venturi's
dl'< isions were right."
. \nd Barnes: "\\'e were all ycry
mud1 n10\·ecl by it, his unpretentiom approach, ancl his not going
in for 'form for form's sake.' It
ukes real sensitiYity to clo something so simple ancl understated.
I he strength of this one made all
the others look like a struggle.
They all hacl 'competition ele\ation< but Venturi didn't want to
win that wa\'."

'

An unassuming tone

EYen though it is bigger and
bulkier than Leet Oliyer Hall,
the new building is yery much
dependent on the old. In Robert
\'enttui's words, the new one "inflects toward" the old, docs not
stand apart from it. Ancl although
\'enturi denies that the bowedou t facade is a response to the old
illlilding's gentle interior arches,
it i,., clear that the spirit of Leet
OlinT has found many incarnatiom in the new building-the
Collegiate Gothic of Leet Oliver
11 all is surely an ancestor of the
\'enturi Gothic plaza portico and
paving.
Connection with the old building is subtle-the same color
(light grey) but a different matnial (glazed brick); the same
height-up to a point-then a
higher portion of a darker color.
"It's bulky," says Venturi, "but
they wanted a lot of square feet.
\ tower would ha,·e been the easy
way out." (And incleecl, a few
cmnpetitors tried it, to their misfortune.)
The building continues along
Hillhouse barely across the rail·
road tracks. "To put anything on
the other side of the tracks," says
\'cnturi, "would have meant isolating it from the rest of the
liuilding. \Ve couldn't justify
going up O\er the tracks in order
to go clown-nothing would have
fit except the mechanical." The
\Ju ilcl i ng then runs parallel to
the tracb, slightly bowed out,
"< rosses the tracks \'cry directly.
then home." The curved facade
scr\'CS to round out the line of
liuildings 011 this part of Hillhouse .\venue; it also makes the
most of the main \'iew, up the second half of Hillhouse. '"\Ve
ka11ed on·r backward to aYoid
the \\'agnerian."
Inside, "you don't think it's an
office building," says Venturi,
"yet it's economical, there's nothing dramatic." The old building
has a lumpy sofa in e\·ery hall,

a
View looking north

and in the new building, too,
one feels that people will be at
ease in its generous corridors, and
will enjoy an easy and rewarding
contact with each other.
The structure is "kind of impure," says Venturi. There is a
standard way of dealing with columns on the exterior, but not on
the interior. The only structural
g\'mnastics occurs at the two buttresses at ground level; otherwise
the building is simply a flush
facade o\·er a structural frame.
\Vindows change slightly at the
seminar rooms (and considerably
at the faculty lounge) ; otherwise
they are "regular and boring."
The mind doesn't take in the
minor changes, says Venturi, but
they gi,·e "a kine! of tension."
Robert Venturi had control of
the whole, but his two partners,
John Rauch and Denise ScottBrown (Mrs. Venturi), were extremely important as critics, and
much of the pre-design analysis
was done by other members of
the office, particularly Steve Izenour.
(Others im·oh·cd were
\V. G. Clark, Jim Greifendorf.
Arthur Jones, Doug Southworth,
Dayid Vaughan.) The total m11nber of hours spent on the project
was 2,209J;2, about one-sixth of
it by principals.
Judging the competition

Contrary to possible expectation, one of the strongest jury
members was Rickart of the math
department. "I was always interested in the floor plans," says
Rickart; "the architects always
wanted to see how it would look."
l\Ioore probably speaks for the
architect-jurors when he says,
"Just because we were saying it

shouldn't be monumental, didn't
mean it shouldn't look good."
(But
one
architect
laughs,
"Rickart thought he'd ha\'e to
fight us for the Venturi project.")
Jurors did not know the names
of the competitors during the first
stage of the judging; for the second stage, three months later,
they knew the names of the fiye
finalists (these had been publicly
announced) but did not know
which was which. For the second
stage jury (competitors hacl made
some changes and submitted more
detailed information), the Buildings & Grounds department did
mechanical analyses of all five,
and the George A. Fuller Company checked the competitors'
cost estimates.
On the final day, jurors spent
a long morning reviewing all fo·c.
A preliminary vote turned out to
be the final vote, as all seven
jurors-a group of imlivicluals
with major differences in frame
of reference-voted unanimously
for number five (numbers had
been assigned in order of date
received).
One juror intimates that they
had a hard time picking four
others, although l\I oore (comparing these entries with the
Thousand Oaks city hall competition) says that a much higher
percentage of Yale entries were
competent-all but ten or 15.
\Ioore is disappointed that "the
majority felt they had to make
some kind of graphic play of the
angle formed by Hillhouse
,\yenue and the railroad tracks,
which was already 'designing' in
the monumental sense." Ancl

Rear plaza, looking northeast

Sculiy says: "I have the terrible
feeling that most architects can't
deal with e\'eryclay reality; they're
in a world of fantasy, knocking
themselves out with great heroic
gestures, imitating someone else.
Venturi's was almost the only
building that grew out of its own
nature."
The jury did find four runners-up (sec next two pages),
which they presented without
rank; each represents a somewhat

different direction in today's architecture. "\\'e were looking for
a really technological clip-on
solution," says Scully, "but it
wasn't there."
There will inevitably be some
changes in the Venturi & Rauch
scheme, but the winner has been
accepted by \'ale ·s president,
pro\'ost, Buildings & Grounds department, and deyelopment office. The uniyersity must now
raise the money-SS million by an
earlier estimate, although Ed
Dunn thinks that this building
may possibly come in at S4l/~Inevitably, too, perh;ips, there
has been some grumbling-that
the program
(or jury)
was
"slanted" toward Venturi, that
Yale faculty should haYe been
excluded, and I or that Venturi
should have simply been given
the commission without causing
almost 500 architects to enter a
competition they ostensibly had
no chance of winning. One young
man in this group admits that his
own entry wa.s "monumental"
and that "maybe this is sour
grapes"; ne,crtheless, he looks at
the single photo of the winner
published recentlv. ancl feels that
it adds fuel to his many-faceted
complaint. "You can't tell much
from one photo [and no plan],
but it's a pretty bad building."
Some will not even recognize
the Venturi & Rauch solution as
legitimate- "nonarchitecture" is
the current term of opprobrium.
"I don't know what that means,"
says Roche, "certainly the winner employed all the methods of
architecture, and the competition
asked for the ,·ery highest level
of professional competence."
Giurgola, too, has an answer: ".\t
a time when we are searching for
what arc hi tee tu re is, who Glll sav
what is architecture and what i.s
not."
The building is certain to be
contrO\ersial-Yale is used to this
by now. But it is disturbing to
sec architects so certain of the
rightness of their own views
that they cannot imagine a jury
of integrity choosing another
kind of building. It is disturbing.
too, that their architectural frame
of reference has no room in it
for a building that tfl.ay well belong more to its users and its surroundings than have manv recent
buildings at Yale.
At the close of the jmlgii.g, 011e
jury member commented, "\\'e're
going to come in for a lot of flak
on this one." .\n architect-juror
answered, "It's worth it."
-ELLE!\

PERRY

BERKELEY

VAN SL YCK • CALLISON •
NELSON
SEATTLE, WASH.

The architects consider their site
solution to be the main contribution here ; "all the rest was
program solution." To respect
the scale of Dana House-a requirement "of utmost importance"-they left maximum open
space on Hillhouse. To respect
the existing buildings on Hillhouse, the new bui lding continues the wall-line, then turns
at an obtuse angle "to terminate
and strengthen this important
design requirement." The team
desired to "complete Becton
Plaza," and thus they related
higher office elevations to the
Becton Plaza buildings. Leet
Oliver is "not enveloped" on the
Becton Plaza side, in order to
"keep a balance of o ld and new
architecture in the plaza."
Associates: Albert W. Nelson
Jr., partner in charge; Donald
Wilcox, project designer.

\
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MARVIN VERMAN, YVES
LEPERE, PAUL PETIT
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"Eve n less than a building; just
an extension of a building already there," this entry maintains the same entrance, same
building width, same roof line,
and same floor levels (getting
two offices out of the exis tin g
floor-to-cei ling height) . "From
the outside," say the architects,
" it is merely one more university
building. The life is a ll read
from within." In the long block,
a spine down the center divides
the offices (facing the rear) from
the library (facing the street).
The library's stacks and carrels
are in a tJwe-s tory block along
Hillhouse; the reading room
runs along the spine, under a sixstory light well. The small square
seminar rooms at the e nd make
a transitio11 to Dana House; th e
larger square block at the rear,
transparent, conta ins aud itoriums. Site planning is an attempt
to continue Becton Plaza "and
still offer somethin g different."

L
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OFFICE OF FITZHUGH
SCOTT ARCHITECTS INC.
MILWAUKEE, WISC.

".\!though our building may
look a bit complex, we tried to
deal with it as simplistically as
possible." There were two objectives: 1) to reinforce Becton
Plaza, intensifying its activity;
'.2) to give the Ii brary and offices
a feeling of community, with a
psyd1ological as well as visual relationship between them. "J\faybe
the three-story library space went
beyond the bounds of the program, but having the railroad go
through the building suggested
the possibility of a dynamic
space." The library facade was
intended as an anonymous foil
to Dana House .
. \ssociatcs: Fitzhugh Scott, Da,·id Kahler, Thomas Briner,
(:onion Pierce. Bruce Jackson.
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JOHN FOWLER,
JOHN PAUL McGOWAN
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

"\\'e wanted to interfere as little
as possible with Leet Oliver,"
says John Fowler, "which is a
building with substantial integrity. The program allowed this,
with
its separation
between
graduate
and
undergraduate
facilities." Because of the diflirnlty of continuing the facades
on Hillhouse and of relating to
Dana House at the same time,
the ofhccs of the new building
cut a diagonal through to Becton
Plaza ("to help that pl:iza"); the

lower element behind this (the
library) relates especially to Dana.
The common room and library
arc at the centroid of the building. visually and physically connected for "a sense of comnmnity ." The character of the
solution is
\ ery direct and
brutal, but not brutal in the ugly
sense: the concrete pan structure
is also yery direct."

DUAL SPACE
FORA UNION
ALLEY

0

25'

. \ t the edge of the large J\I ill
Creek urban renewal area in St.
l.ou is. i\I o., one small office
building creates a working en\'irnnment that is far from onli11ary. \\'ith its pri\'ate courtyard
and covered parking. and with
each cle\'ation a response to
unique conditions, the building
is a rarity among small offices.
Says Ceorge .\nscle\·icius, of .\n-

sclevicius/:\lontgomery /Rupe, architects. "Our main intent was
to de-institutionalize
an office
building, to make it almost a
house."
The building is owned by the
Communications "'orkers
of
.\merica; sole occupants are its
district and area offices. (The
union didn't want rental space.
and. in any case. more floor area

would have required more parking space.)
The local and area-\\·ide organizations require separate office arrangements, but can share
certain other facilities (reception area, workroom. employees'
lounge, toilets). Because of the
parallel requirements of the two
groups, the plan is binuclcarthe district office in the west

\l'ing, on the upper floor, and
the area office in the east \\·ing.
Between them arc the reception
area, facing the street, and an
open courtyard facing the alley.
This two-level courtyard is a link
in other ways, too. connecting
upper and lower floors both Yisually and physically.
Parking space. at the lm\·er
]c\'el, is partly contained within

UPPER FLOOR PLAN

LOWER FLOOR PLAN

0
~-~---

The structure is cast-in-place concrete
for walls, columns, beams and oneway floor slabs. Structural module is
3 ft. 3 in. All interior walls are drywall. The internal corridor system has
two skylights, each giving a sense of
place as well as light; one is outside
the large meeting room, identifying
that special room, and the other is in
the small private hall leading to the
office of the chief executive. Concrete
sunshades are painted white inside,
for higher reflectivity of light to the
offices.

the building for protected access
to the offices. Open parking
.,pace is provided just beyond the
building to the east, and on another parcel across the alley. Office space can expand into the
covered parking places if neces'ary in the future.
Privacy was an important factor in the planning, says Anselevicius. On the west, a narrow

court buffers major offices from
the street; on the east, the landscaped parking area gives breathing space to offices overlooking
it. The main courtyard in the
center gives a special private environment to all other offices in
the building.
In detail, too, the architects
wanted to avoid designing "by
formula." Note the selective use

of sunshading, on east and west
elevations. Note, too, the fenestration that varies in type, position and size according to conditions unique to each facade.
One ingeniously recessed window, facing the major street,
gives privacy to the upper-level
office, at the same time that it
gives light and air to the lowerlevel garage.

FACTS AND FIGURES
Communications Workers of America
Headquarters Office Building, District
6, 2334 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
Architect:
Anselevicius/ Montgomery/
Rupe (Charles R. Nash, job captain).
Engineers: Albert Alper (structural);
Lande • Gordon • Parker (mechanical). Consulting landscape architect:
George Dickie. General
contractor:
Gamble
Construction
Co.
Building
area: 14,000 sq. ft. (gross). Cost:
$450,000 (including site development).
PHOTOGRAPHS: Balthazar Korab.

THE CASE
AGAINST
PERCENTAGES
BY PAUL B. FARRELL JR.

This hypothetical case emphasizes a
major inconsistency in architectural
practice. The architect claims to be
an agent of his client, motivated by
an ethical code which discourages
profit-taking conflicts of interest.
Yet an anomaly exists in the
percentage-of-construction fee, the
principal method of paying the
architect for his services. Unlike the
lawyer's or banker's compensation,
which increases when his client also
receives a larger sum, the architect's
compensation may go up if he does
a poor job (and forces his client to
pay out more money)-and go down
if he does a good job (and saves his
client money). In short, the
percentage fee is inconsistent with
professionalism, for it results in an
unethical conflict of interest
between the architect and his client.

U.S. Dept. H.U. D. v. State Architerts' Registration Board, 383
F. 2nd 419 (10 Cir. 1970)
This action is a collateral suit
against the architect of a high
school, brought by the Uni tee!
States Department of Housing
and Urban Development. In the
other principal suit brought by
the Federal Government, the
plaintiff sought recovery of
civil damages for losses resulting
from the architect's negligent
failure to control costs on the
Southside Senior High School,
which was originally budgeted
at S3.5 million and was built for
$12.4 million.
In this suit, the plaintiff seeks
a writ of mandamus directing
the State Architects' Registration Board to begin proceedings
against the architect for the purpme of determining whether the
architect's license to practice
should be revoked. The Board
had previously cfomissed the
complaint on the grounds that
the complaint was "unfounded
or trivial."
The United States brought its
charges against the architect on
two grounds:
l) that the architect's percentage-of-construction method of
compensation results in a conflict of interest prejudicial to the
best interests of the local school
system, ancl of the United States,
which

supported

the construc-

tion with grants; and
2) that the architect was negligent in failing to advise the
governmental authorities of the
Mr. Farrell is a mortgage banker with
the Detroit office of Sonnenblick-Goldman Corp., and is an attorney, urban
planner, and graduate architect. He
frequently writes and speaks on the
professional practice of architecture.
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effect, on total cost, of changes
in the scope of the project, in
l hoice of material;, and in buying power of the dollar during
;111 inAationary period.
Section 4281 of .\ct 42 of the
l'11blic Acts of 1937 as amended
gin·s the .\rchitects' Registration Board the power to:
" . . . reY<>ke the certificate of
rcgist ration of any registered applic111t who is found guilty of:
.. (b) any gross negligence, incompetency or misconduct in the
practice of architecture . . . . Any
pnson may prefer charges of
lr;1ud, deceit, gross negligence,
incompetency
or
misconduct
:1gainst the registrant."
The .\rchitect's Registration
Board dismissed the charges,
rching generally on Section 4272
ol .\ct ·12, which reads in part:
".\ll charges. unless dismissed by
the Board as unfounded or trivial. shall be heard by the Board.
. . ... The Board reasoned (a)
t ha l .\ct 1'16 of the Public Acts
of 1952 requires architects to be
paid on a percentage-of-construction basis, and (b) that the colbteral civil suit for monetary
damages has not yet concluded
in a finding that the architect
was negligent.
\\'c hold that the defendant
. \rchitecu,' Registration Board
was acting arbitrarily and prematurely, and therefore issue the
writ of mandamus directing it
to conduct hearings on the
charges brought by the United
States.
"'e will summarily dispose of
the second basis of the complaint: whether or not favorable
to the architect, the subsequent
outcome of the civil suit is not
controlling on the decision of
the
.\rchitccts'
Registration
Board. The Board must make

its own findings of wrongdoing
by the architect, and moreover,
may have different standards for
judging the facts indicating improprieties by professionals.
The United States also argues
that the method of compensating the architect-by a percentage of the cost of constructionis a viola ti on of Section 125 l of
Public Act (1937) as amended.
This section reads in part:
"No registered architect shall ...
have any interest in any project
or structure, prejudicial to his
professional interest therein .... "
[emphasis acldedJ.
In the case of this school, we
are dealing with public construction and monies. The architect
was dearly not engaged in the
sale of building materials or contracting services and, therefore,
die! not ha\'e a direct chance to
profit lrom the increased cost of
labor and materials. He also did
not ha\'e a property or financial
interest in the completed public
facility.
The architect did, however,
have an interest in the cost of
the school in that he received a
pcrcen tage of all construction
contracts, and this is an interest
sulhcien t to fall under Section
42:> I. l\Iore important is the fact
that his fee increases if he performs hio, services ineffectively
and the cost of construction increases, to the detriment of the
school board paying for his
services.
\Ve make no findings that the
increased costs of the school
were, in fact, a result of the
architect's actions. \Ve do, however, find that this method of
cornj1ensation is inherently a
conflict of interest and, therefore, contrary to the professional
interests of the architect acting

as an agent of the school board.
The fact that other statutes require this method of compensating architects emphasizes the
seriousness of the lJ ni ted States
claim. Confiict between statutes
is not new. But this is not the
proper time to resolve such conflicts. Our purpose is merely to
llctennine whether the United
States claim is "unfounded or
tri\ ial," as determined by the
Board. \Ve find it is not.
The
Architects'
Board of
Registration also argues that the
laws of agency require only that
a professional agent fully disclose all sources of profit and,
therefore, even if the percentage
fee invol\'cs a conflict of interest,
the school board was aware of
the conflict. That knowledge, it
is claimed, is sufficient to remove
the conflict of interest.
The United States, on the
other hand, makes its point with
this illustration: On a 54-million
project, the architect will receive
a 5 per cent fee, or $200,000. A
reasonable profit of 15 per cent
or 530,000, is programmed into
this estimated fee, and the architect alloca tcs his time according
to this assumed fee.
Thus, if his overhead and direct costs arc )70,000, he has
Sl 00,000 for professional working time, and at an average SIO
per hour. he can justify spending ](J,000 man-hours on the
project. About 80 per cent of
his sn\'ices arc finished before
any construction con tracts are
awarded, and before the cost
of construction and his fee are
known.
lf the architect designs an efficient project and the construction cost i.s less than cstima tee!,
he is penalized by a reduction in
fee. In fact, his Si30,000 profit

would be wiped out if the project's actual cost were 011ly 53.4
million. By the same token. It
the actual cost were S4.6 million,
the architect's profit would increase by I 00 per cent, even
though he may not ha\e performed any additional seryices
for the client. In fact. his profit
could be enormous as a result of
normal inflation.
In such a situation, the architect has no incentiYe to hold
costs down, except perhaps if he
is required to redo drawings completely when the cost exceeds
an agreed-upon maximum. Even
then, however, he has no incentive to design a building that
will cost less than the maximum.
after he had budgeted his time
based 011 the estimated maximum cost of construction.
Even if full disclosure were
possible-with the school board
having the right to audit the
architect's records at the conclusion of the project. the school
board would not have the right
to reco\'er such profits.
\\' e find that a more ethical
and professional form of compensation for architects would
be a fixed fee based 011 actual
ser\'ices to be performed, and
specifically defined in the contract between owner and architect. Such a fee could be renegotiated where the scope of
the services is expanded. This
method of compensation would
a\'oid placing the architect in a
position of conflict of interest
with his client.
\\'e, therefore, find that the
United States complaint should
not have been dismissed by the
Architects Board of Rcgistra·
tion and direct them to hold
hearings on whether the architect's license should be rc\'lJked.

HUMANIZING
AUTOMATION

House for communications, forum for group debates, gallery
for technology and art-this is
Automation House which opened recently on East 68th
Street in New York.
The house itself is a visual
symbol of the conflict between
stability and change. One of
three 19th-century townhouses
formerly owned by the Soviet
Emba,sy and later saved from
demolition, it retains a classical
facade (left) . But behind, a flexible audiovisually-equipped interior can be changed within
minutes to accommodate any
event from a collective bargaining session to a job training
class or labor mediation meeting
to a multimedia exhibit.
The American Foundation on
Automation and Employment,
owners, retained Lehrecke R:
Tonetti, architects, to fulfill their
chamelion demands. Each floor
is open straight through, to he
cliYided at the will of the client.
\\Tails arc exposed brick (with
plumbing chases left for a sculptural effect) : window sashes are
replaced by single sheets of tinted
glass which don't disturb the
facade's appearance.
The open space on each floor
is define<! by an enclosed stairwell, serving also as the structural core. The well (opposite)
becomes a theater for slides projected from revolving carousels.
Fluorescent tubing ringing the
stairs makes them appear to float,
acldin?; to the theatrical effect.
Color planned for doors to the
stair ancl for audiovisual control
boxes alongside-to offset the
stairwell's stark white-was abandoned by the foundation. The
only color remaining is the brilliant yellow of the tiny, first-ofits-kind fiberglass elevator cab,
designed to fit a former maids'
staircase. Fluorescent tubin?; here,
too, makes the cab "float."
To allow for the equivalent of
a city block of electrical powerfor closed circuit and standard
TV, for speakers, and for lighting-an aluminum ceiling grid
was designed to carry both high
and regular voltage wiring. All
equipment can plu?; in and move
on tracks on the grid. As yet the
House's sound crew hasn't resolved the system completely, and
some equipment dan?;les precariously from the openings.
Office space on the top two
floors is divided by modular furniture units; the roof acts as an
open-air meetin?;/reception area
as there is no garden.
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All organizations share space provided by five levels (clockwise around
stairwell): basement auditorium, reception area and gallery beyond, (second-floor gallery not shown), third-floor
meeting area, and offices. Plans (bottom to top) show basement, ground
and third floors. Stairwell defines
open space (left above) and is a theater for slides as well (left).

FACTS AND FIGURES
Automation House, 49 East 68 Street,
New York City. Owner: The American

Foundation

on Automation

and

Em-

ployment Inc. (also: Institute of Col·
lective Bargaining and Group Relations Inc .. Center for Job Training Information, and Experiments in Art
and Technology lnc.-E. A. T.). Architects: Lehrecke & Tonetti. Engineers:
Paul Weidlinger (structural), E. A.
Kahn
(mechanical
and
electrical).
General contractor: Tishman Realty &
Construction Co. Inc. Area: 14,000 sq.
ft. Cost: $500,000 (general construction), $100,000 (electrical).
PHOTOS: George Cserna, except stairwell and facade, by Whitehouse.

CHURCH UNDER
A GREAT TENT
There is nothing obscure about Victor Lundy's design of
St. Paul's Lutheran Church in Sarasota, Fla. Photographs
show quite dearly just what is there. But we always want to
know why things take the forms they do, and nobody can
explain that better than Lundy himself. Below, some of
his comments on the origin of the design, on the structure,
and on some of the details:
''At a time when so much building is either angry and chaotic
or competent and sterile, 1 wanted to use the small budget
available here-$309,000-to make a serene, perfectly simple
space. l wanted a form that developed logically out of
engineering, proportions, dimensions, and purpose. The
result is a tent form, one of the most ancient of enclosures.
And the promise of the form outside is fulfilled inside. The
building is essentially one dear-spanned space, 90 ft. wide
by 139 ft. long by 50 ft. high at the center.
"The walls and piers supporting the tentlike roof are
entirely of monolithic cast-in-place concrete, exposed inside
and out. The outlines of the 4-ft. by 12-ft. plastic-mated
form panels are articulated with V joints. These joints and
the pattern of tie holes on interior and exterior surfaces
were carefully laid out so that one is made aware of the
dimensional discipline with which everything was put together.
'"l am very concerned these days with the control of light.
In the St. Paul's sanctuary, I wanted to make a great,
cool, dark space-a place of shade in contrast to the persistent
brightness outside. There is a burst of light at the entry,
a faceted indentation in the concrete wall which brightens
the narthex. One walks through a passage 1111dcr the choir
loft and into the large open space. Helt', light is kept out
purposefully, except at the concrete crnl wall. which is
washed with sunlight tl11n11gli a 11:11rnw band of skylight.

"So there is light at the beginning, where one enters, and
light at the end uf the sanctuary, where the word is spoken
from the pulpit and where the monolithic granite altar,
polished on top and flame treated al the sides, stands [below
right]. At the sides uf the sanctuary [below left], there are
only narrow cracks of light bet ween the concrete piers that
receive the cable ends and the concrete walls between them.
Letting so little light squee1e through, except at the end
wall, gives direction and drama to the interior.
"I tried to make the space an uninterrupted volume
sheltered by a great ( urtain of wood-without an insistent
patten1 of stnictural framing to break it up. The smaller
spaces at the entry and the chancel end are housed in lower
sculptured forms that are separated from the main
structure overhead.
"The roof is supported by a system of steel cables, hanging
in catenary curves from a ridge member made up of steel
and cable which spans the long dimension of the space139 ft. between the concrete end walls. The suspended
cables arc spaced 18 ft. apart, which is the natural span for
the wood decking they tarry. \Vood is a live material and
works well with the steel cables. The roof acts like a folded
plate; the fold line is the 1 idge, and the sides of the fold
are the downward-sweeping wood flanks. lt spans between
the encl walls like a big beam, with compression al the top
and tension at the lower edges. One is always aware of the
three materiab of the structure-concrete, supporting from
below, wood and steel working together in the roof."
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The entire roof is suspended from an
unusual truss which spans 139 ft. between end walls (details above; photo
right). The top member, which forms
the ridge of the roof, is a 3-ft.-deep
triangular box beam. Hanging from
it at 18-ft. intervals are triangular
frames of square steel tubing, to
which two sets of cables are attached. A
pair of 2 1/ 2 -in.
cables,
draped in a parabolic curve along the
sides of the frame (longitudinal secCROSS SECTION

tion, left), resists vertical stresses; a
pair of 1 1;4-in. cables, running in
opposing curves along the bottom

members of the frames, absorbs horizontal wind loads. Cables suspended
from the ridge beam to carry the roof
decking are tied together by 3/ 8 -in.
cables at two levels (cross section,
left). Further stability is provided by
the weight and stiffness of the 4-in.
decking, which is fastened together
with spikes and adhesives.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

FACTS AND FIGURES
Lutheran
Sanctuary for St. Paul's
Church, Sarasota, Florida. Architect
Victor A. Lundy. Engineers: SeverudPerrone·Stu rm-Conlin-Bandel (structur·
al), Emil L. Tiona (mechanical). General
contractor: E. E. Simmons. Supervis·
ing architect: Carl Abbott, Jr. Building area: 10,648 sq. ft. (main floor);
1,188 sq. ft. (choir loft). Cost: $309,000 (excluding furnishings).
PHOTOGRAPHS: George Cserna.

!FORUM!
(continued from page 35)

having first de leted a prov ision
for employ ing a fund raiser.
Discussion was most animated
over whether or not to admit
other building professionals to
membership-no-and whether or
not they should still honor their
own as Fellows-yes.
Robert]. Nash, vice president,
was the first black elected to AJA
national office; and Max 0. Urbalrn, first vice president, will
assume the presidency next year.

IMONUMENTS
THE ENEMIES OF KHMER

A chill went down the spine of
the so-called civilized world at
the news in June that Communist forces in Cambodia had
mined the entrances to Angkor
Wat and set up an ant i-a ircraft
gun emplacement on the high
ground of the temple complex.
Speculation grew that deposed
Prince Sihanouk's government in
exile might attempt to regain the
ancient seat of his royal ancestors as a propaganda ploy to
"liberate" his people. Sihanouk
and Hanoi both denied that the
temples had been taken, and
Cambodians were powerless to
do anything except to declare
the Angkor complex an "open
city" for its protection, and appeal to world opinion.
In 1'140, it was the Thais who
sacked and plundered A ngkor,
then the capital of the Khmer
Empire. Since then. it has had
more to fear from nature than
from man. The Thais retreated,
the Khmers moved their capital
to Pnompenh, and the jungles
invaded the 20 major mo n uments covering some 10,000
acres. The temp les were not
liberated from the hostile vegeta-

tion unti l the encl of the 19th
ce n tury, following their rediscovery by Henri Mouhot, a
French botanist.
In 1967 and 1968, UNESCO sent
an expert miss ion in art restoration to Angkor Wat. They reported that reconstruction had
proceeded at an impressive pace
(above) but nature was a persistent enemy. The catalog of ills: bacteria wh ich fed on the dropp ings
of bats and which were eating
into the bas reliefs; incrustations
of manganese ox ide that looked
like the traces of a great fire i n
the Temple of Bataneye Srei;
sandstone that looked healthy
but came off in layers in the
hand; and lichen attacking the
magnificent heads of Buddha
wh ich adorn the capitals of the
Bayon Temple towers. The experts would like to get back to
their work .
Said British scholar Malcom
McDona ld: "[Angkor Wat's]
glory shou ld abide unspo ilt as
long as any scrap of evidence of
human civilization lasts on the
p lanet earth."
SACRED TO THE SIOUX

For nine months the Indians
have defied the government on
Alcatraz, but Sculptor Korczak
Zio lkowsk i has been doing that
for two decades whi le moving a

mountain in the Black Hills ol
South Dakota to honor the Jn.
dians in his own way. H e ii
blasting and carving the mountain into a monument of the
great Sioux chief, Crazy Horse,
mounted on horseback and
pointing out across the long-lost
lands of the Sioux nation (sculptor and model below).
For purposes of comprehending the project's scale, one turns
to nearby Mount Rushmore
where Ziolkowski apprenticed as
a mountain carver under Gutzon
Borglum . All four of the 60-ft.high heads of the Presidents on
Rushmore could be hidden behind the head of Crazy Horse.
Ziolkowski's experiences with
the Feds began over 20 years ago
when he traded the Interior Department a parcel of land he
owned for the mountain. Then,
while the few who knew he was
there thought him mad, he
opened shop, set his recordbreaking project in motion, and
began raising money from tourists and private donors. Then,
, 1.25 m illion , and 2V2 million
tons of rock later, "Lyndon
.Johnson's boys came out here to
see me," he says.
"They tried to get title to the
mountain in return for guaranteed financing. They said Uncle
Sam also wanted to do something
for the American Indian." Ziolkowski laughed in their faces.
"They weren't willing to sign
a contract that would finance an
Indian museum, college and hosp ital, which I hope visiting fees
to Crazy Horse will do.
"The other reason I wouldn't
sign was that another JohnsonAndrew-once signed a contract
with the Sioux that said: 'as long
as the rivers run, the grasses grow
and the trees bear leaves, the
Black H ills will forever and ever
be the sacred land of the Indian.'"
DALLAS REMEMBERED

A memorial cenotaph in memory
of Pres ident Kennedy was dedi -

ca tcd in Dallas, Tex., June 24,
some 200 yards from the site of
his assassination Nov. 22, 1963.
The simple structure was designed by .\nhitect Philip Johnson. who donated his services.
Four walls, 32.5 ft. high, are set
in a square and raised 21/2 ft.
from the plaza. Slots 5 ft. wide in
the center of two facing walls
gin; entry to the rootless interior.

Baroness Stocks, labor party
member of the House of Lords.
"A. monument of mediocrity,"
echoed two Conservatives from
Commons. The average man in
the park didn't like it either.
Sir Basil came briskly to his
own defense:
"The
officers
wanted their mess right at the
top," he explained, "along with
a lift strong enough to carry a
horse up to it. Once a year, you
see, a horse is ridden into the
mess and given champagne-it's
a special ceremony."
By putting the mess on the
ground le\'el, said Sir Basil. he
was able to reduce the bulk of
the tower. In other words, it
isn't as big as it used to be, once,
on his drawing board.
The Londoners are still mad.

UNIONS
HARD HATS FOR COUNTRY . . .

Inside. a ~-ft.-sq. marker of unpolished granite 6 in. high bears
nothing but the name John Fitzgerald Kennedy on two sides, inset with gold leaf.
In the photograph above, Johnson kneels beside a plaque which
reads in part: "It is not a memorial to the pain and sorrow of
ckath but stands as a permanent
tribute to the joy and excitement
of one man's life."

•SQUABBLES
WHAT TO DO WITH THE MESS

London's Hyde Park, unlike
New York's Central Park, has
traditionally had trees for a skyline. The first highrise to mar
the 'icw was-not surprisinglya Hilton Hotel. That was on the
cast end. Then came another
hotel on the north. Now, on the
south, is a 36-story tower (right)
containing 112 apartments for
members of Her 1\fajesty's Household Guards, those elegant horsemen in siher and black, familiar
to tourists around Buckingham
Palace.
\\'ith attention seldom lavished on barracks as a building
type. the government hired Sir
Basil Spence to design the
guards' quarters, then built
them over the objections of the
London County Council and the
Royal Fine Arts Commission.
' Then Parliament got into it. "A
monumental excrescence," said

violent melee pictured
above between flag-waving hard
hats and war dissenters took
place, not in New York City
(sec June issue, page 21), but
in St. Louis, in America's heartland.
The occasion was a parade on
.June 7 sponsored chiefly by the
St. Louis Building and Construction Trades Council. The
Council headed up the march
with its executi\e secretary,
.Joseph Cousin, in a lead car,
followed by members of Local
27 of the Boilermakers Union,
who marched behind placarcls
inscribed with the pledge of
allegiance.
A group marching with Local

meeting place was the
entire encl wall of a highrise
building in a complex for the
elderly, on which Artists Saunders Schultz and William Severson were commissioned-by the
Teamsters lJ nion-to produce a
bas-relief.

27 left the parade to attack
seven people on the lawn of
their home (above) when one
of them (seen protecting his
face from kicks) held up a sign
which read, "Veteran for Peace."
He had been discharged from
the Army only two days before.
All seven suffered cuts and
bruises. At left, in the photo, a
parader casts aside an American
flag to charge another of the
gToup. The photographer who
took the picture was hospitalized
after being struck with a bottle.
In all, about a dozen persons
were in ju red at various points
along the route. One suffered a
bloodied nose and lacerations
for calling out to the marchers,
"vVhere are the black men?"
(Elsewhere that day, Neil Onerheim, a student at Grinnel College, Iowa, sat in a tree counting
black marchers in the construction workers parade for what he
called "a summer research project." His total of blacks: 38. The
police estimate of marchers:
15,000.)
... AND FOR GOD

Construction workers and free
spirits had another confrontation in St. Louis over the
past year. This one ended well.

their woik-"~"-;'st;i~ ing towards
God," (abm·e) outlined the relief onto the 250-ft.-high concrete wall just one and one-half
stories above a crew of brickmasons, tuckpointcrs and painters, who set some I 00.000 bricks
with the design, recessed and
painted.
The relief, which some say
looks like a thermometer, could
perhaps be better termed an
index of high blood pressure, for
Schultz combattecl intense vertigo ancl a couple of hair-raising
incidents while on the job. A
tiny sideless elevator started
plummeting towards the ground
while he hung on until the
operator heard his cries; a cable
slipped on the scaffolding leaving him and a tuckpointer suspencled at a vertica I.
But Schultz did not quit, and
the fruit of his 15-month labor
was a relief in both senses of the
word. And the union men, who
had given Schultz a lot of ribbing, acquired a respect for his
guts if not, necessarilv. for his
bas-relief.

-AWARDS
SPOTLIGHTING THE WALL

The New York City chapter of
the AL\ last month awarded
City \\'alls Inc. a special citation
for "the improvement of the
physical l'nvironrnent of the community." City \Valls, organized
in l!J6~l. is a nonprofit clearing
house for artists and property

wall and a will to
"irnprmc>'' it (mural abm·e by
Tania). The FORUM discO\·ercd
this trend back in 1967 (Sept. '67
issue, page 88) and we applaud
the delaved reaction.

in which significant use is made
of aluminum."
Owned and operated by the
city of Rouen. the project consists of 25 five-story buildings
(below), with five walk-up apartments on each of the upper four
floors and utility spaces on the
ground floors. The structural
frame is of weathering steel; the
exterior is formed entirely of
painted, natural anodized, or
cast aluminum panels and glass,
with sliding aluminum louvers
to block the glass when desired.
The roof is surfaced with highribhed aluminum sheets.
Construction costs averaged
SIO.!iO per sq. ft., with 85 per
cent of the cost represented by
the factory·made components.
"The economy was entirely in
the unskilled labor requirements," said Paul Depomlt.
Depondt will represent the
Paris firm in Chicago, where it
has joined with The Engineers
Collaborative and the \\I. E.
O'Neil Construction Co. to
build a 450-unit urban renewal
housing project with methods
evoh-cd from the Roucn project.

APPOINTMENTS & AWARDS

PEOPLE
GRAPHICS MEDAL

REYNOLDS WINNER

The Projet ExjJnimenlal de la
Crand',1,fare. a low-cost housing
development site-assembled in
Rouen, France, from factoryprocluced components, has won
the S25,000 R. S. Reynolds
J\I emorial A ward. Presented in
Paris on July I, the award went
to the Parisian architectural firm
of Lods, Depondt, Beauclair
"for distinguio,hecl architecture

other businesseo,. ln .June, the
American Institute of Graphic
, \rts pre sen tee! Bayer (above)
with its Gold Medal. It was a
fine gesture, elegantly performed
by AIGA President Allen Hurlburt; but in view of Bayer's extraonlinary and i11novative performance in all the fields in
which he practiced ever since his
early days at the Bauhaus, the
Gold l\Ieclal came approximately
!lO years too late.

Herbert Bayer has been an architect, a graphic designer, a pho·
tographer, a typographic designer, an industrial designer, an
exhibition designer, a sculptor, a
painter, and a teacher. He has
been a pioneer in every one of
these fields. In his spare time he
also initiated the Container Corporation's remarkable "corporate
identity" program, which has
since been enrnlated by many

Architect ]\farce! Breuer received
t\\'o honorary degress this spring,
one from Han«1rcl and one from
the Buda pcsti ;\f szaki Egyetem
(Technical U ni,·ersity).
The Hungarian Doctorate of
Fine .\rts came on the recommendation of Hungary's Order
of Architects and was unanimously affirmed by the university
council "for his internationally
recognized achievements in the
field of modern architecture and
industrial art."
The Doctorate of Art, awarded
at Harvard on June 11, described Breuer as "a talented
teacher-architect whose incomparable designs affirm the spirit
of our age."
• At the encl of May, Historian
Lewis Mumford was awarded the
Gold Medal for Belles Lettres
by the National Institute of Arts
and Letters. At the same ceremonies, Architect Kevin Roche
was named a new member of the
institute.
• Architect Charles Luckman
has been appointed by President
Nixon to the Pennsylvania Avenue Commission, established in
196:) to develop an "orderly,"
phased program for the improvement of "The Avenue of Presidents." I ,uckman has served
former Presidents as a special
ach·isor to the lJ .S. delegation to
!':\ESCO. and in other capacities.

PHOTOGRAI'HS: Page 34. Wide World
Photos (right). J>a_qe .JS, The New York

Times (fOJJ). !-'aye 82, <!) Ezra Stoller
[ESTO] (tov!; courtesy, National
Sculpture Society, Korczak Ziolkou·ski
(bottom).

!'ag<~

8.J, f,ynn T. Spenre for

St. Louis Post-Dispatch (fop); UPI
(left); Pictorial J>arade (bottom); Arteaga Photos (right). Page 84, Joel Peter
Witkin (top left).
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WOOD

Costs less than paint.
Easier to apply than paint.
Lasts longer than paint.
Protects wood with P.M.O.
Guaranteed not to crack.
peel or blister.
66 Colors, solid or
semi-transparent.

Wood: Resawn Cedar
Designer: Gerry Copeland
For color samples on wood and
A.I.A. Manual. write :Dept. L.
11 18 N.W . Leary Way
Seattle. Washington 98107
Olympic Stain: _

At Mississippi Power Company
PPG Performance Glass
looks great,
keeps people comfortable,
and saves money.
Even after a hurricane.
PPG Performance Glass enabled
the designers of Mississippi Power
Company's "electric light showcase" to achieve exactly the
esthetic character they desired ...
both in color and reflectivity ...
and open up their building's view of
the beautiful gulf coast. More than
they thought possible.
Many factors affected the selection of Solarban® Twindow® Units
besides the good looks and the
good view, however. Solarban Units
significantly reduced the complexity and operating cost of the HVAC
System. They contributed to tota I
environmental comfort for the
building's occupants. And they
offered adequate strength levels so
important in this tropical storm belt.
The building's "heat of light"
system incorporates simultaneous
control of air temperature, humidity, cleanliness, and distribution.
Under summertime conditions,
the reflective Solarban Units assist
this environmental control by turning back much of the solar radiant
energy rather than permitting it to
become a load on the cooling
system.
Even on chilly winter days,
enough heat is produced by the
lighting alone to require some
cooling of the room air (with outdoor temperatures down to 40 F)
before reintroduction. The same
low-emissivity reflective coating on
the Solarban Twindow Units (normal insulating glass constructions
with a 1;2 11 air space) enables them
to perform like triple glazing in
reducing conducted heat loss. No
chilly downdrafts, no condensation.

And no supplementary perimeter
heating devices are required.
As John Borum, Consulting
Mechanical Engineer, said: "The
premium cost of this glass could be
justified not on an air or tonnage
savings necessarily ... although
there was that ... but, more importantly, on the reduced sophistication of the mechanical system
required. If you don't have a great
swinging load, the system is more
stabilized and can be designed
more simply. With Solarban
Twindow Units, we're dealing with

a glass with a U-Factor that's
actually the same as the wall."
Put all these environmental control factors, and the visual comfort
advantages of a 20% Visible Transmittance rating, to work for your
clients. Contact a PPG Architectural
Representative for technical assistance, or write: PPG INDUSTRIES,
One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15222.
Architect: Curtis & Davis, New Orleans-New York
Associate Architect and Structural Engineer:
Milton B. E. Hill, Gulfport
Mechanical Engineer: Lazenby & Borum, Atlanta

PPG is Chemicals, Minerals, Fiber Glass, Paints and Glass. So far.

Mississippi Power Company's seven-story
concrete and glass general office building
in Gulfport withstood Hurricane Camille's
200-mph winds and storm tides with
only minor damage to the 24,000 square
feet of glass.

,,,
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BOOKS

MEANING IN ARCHITECTURE. Edited
by Charles Jencks & George Baird.
Published by George Braziller, NYC.
8 in. by 10 in. Illustrated. $15.00.

REVIEWED BY PETER D. EISENMAN

BUILDING IN MEANING

As late as 1961 English architects
preparing for a first trip to Yale,
"Tchicago," or "Hooston," could
be heard to say they were going
"out to America." The single
word "out"" seems to summarize
a very complex relationship between England and the U.S., the
understanding of which is a
necessary precondition to the
appreciation of this book. If this
relationship can be considered as
an initial theme, there is a second
theme growing out of it which
is symptomatic of a deeper and
more difficult problem concerning the state of architectural theory today.
The phrase "out to America"
is at once colonial English, condescending and pejorative. At
the same time it contains a kind
of DeToquevillian esteem for
the "noble savage" cousin. To
an English architect in the late
'50s and early '60s, American
architecture was considered with
polite embarrassment, and an
irony about the financial resources Americans had available
to implement their technology.
On the other hand, to an American architect, England was a
place of debate, of ideas-a kind
of intellectual refuge of the
Modern Movement.
It is against such a background
that the arrival of two "Americans" in England circa 1964
must be understood. And furthermore, it is necessary to elaborate
this context if their eventual
coalition as co-editors of a book
entitled ;\feaning in Architerture
is to carry its proper significance.
And while the invention of history is often necessary to the
understanding of current phenomena (indeed it has been the
polite occupation of several of
the contributors to this anthology). it is not the intention here
to suggest the use of history for
Mr. Eisenman is director of the
Institute for Architecture and Urban
Studies in New York City.

any purpose other than to clarify
a state of affairs which seems
partially responsible for the particular structure and orientation
of this anthology.
Charles Jencks, one of the
two "Americans" co-editors, recently attempted to produce a
similar scenario in his article
Pop and Non-Pop which appeared in the Architectural
Association Quarterly, to which
this book can only be considered
an epilogue. It is possible, however, to resurrect the same set,
with a similar cast of characters,
only this time through the use
of a different plot, to see the
book in another light-now as
merely a prologue to a future
history. Interpretations of this
kind are perhaps best left to the
private fantasies of their authors,
encapsulated history being difficult to sustain intellectually.
However, in this particular case,
in order to clarify what might be
called a crisis in theory presented by this book, such a
journalistic analysis might be
considered appropriate.
Ten years ago, the Architectural Association and Cambridge
were two centers of intellectual
debate in England. Characteristic
of these two places was a phenomenon peculiar to Englandthe polemical group. In a general perspective, these groups
must be seen as exiles both in
time and space from continental
Europe of the 1930s. They were
often misunderstood and held in
contempt by their mainland
counterparts. Small group division and their particular polemic
can be considered a primary
characteristic of such an exile
body. While these various enclaves were tiny and even marginal when compared to the
number of architects in England,
they were somehow effective in
a way in which similar groups
have not been in the U.S.
·within the space of three
years, by 1963, the theoretical
directions which were developing in these centers seemed to
have been lost, and the various
groups in disarray. In London,
the Smithsons had given up
teaching at the AA, and withdrawn to the confines of their
own
practice;
Stirling
and
Gowan were on the verge of
breaking up; Bob Maxwell was
about to jump from the AA to
the Bartlett (the import of
which being the subject for an
article in itself) ; and Ken
Frampton was shortly to leave

Architectural Design. Even Reyner Banham, who had produced
a commendable series of articles
in the Architectural Review in
the late 1950s, and who acted as
the self-appointed piper of post1950 history, namely Brutalists,
was reversing directions, attempting to create another aspect of
English revisionism.
In Cambridge, Colin Rowe
had once again removed to the
United States, leaving behind a
trail of adherents who would be
successively scattered from the
university context to various
parts of London. In this group
were such people as Alan
Colquhoun, John Miller, Patrick
Hodgkinson, in addition to
younger students such as .James
Madge and others. These people
along with Sam Stevens and
.Joseph Rykwert, at that time
both somewhat isolated, seemed
to provide a nucleus capable of
a clarification, if not a possible
revision of modern architecture,
011 a stronger theoretical basis
than ultimately produced by
Team IO. With Rowe's departure much of the unity provided
by his presence was dissipated.
Jencks' history, while aspiring
to a tradition of English wit,
misses what seems to be the
underlying philosophic conflict,
which not only defined these
groups, but also was to be the
cause of their eventual fragmentation. The central issue with
which these factions never quite
came to terms. and which persists
as an unstated theme in this
book, is not "Palladianism or
Pop," nor that architecture with
a capital "A" was merely outof-date. but rather that architecture, in any sense, was considered by certain of these factions to be ultimately elitist.
If you take this position, which
traditionally was considered particularly English, emanating from
some revised form of Fabian socialism, and since World vVar II,
mixed with a latent neo-Marxism;
then fuse this with a hard headed
scientistic attitude, recently acquired from America, favoring
the social and behavioral sciences; add a bit of Pop in the
form of the new technocracy predicted by the tubes of Archigram
to be somehow a space age replica of the lost new world-then
you have an attack so devastating in its intensity, so bewildering in its many directions, and
so corrupting in its quasi-American anti-intellectualism, that it is I
small wonder Baird and Jencks
(continued on page 90) I
1

Best answer to this corrosion problem
The problem was to design a movable roof that would
take the constant exposure to moisture and chlorine
from the swimming pool at the new John F. Kennedy
Recreation Center in Newark, N. J. D After extensive
evaluation of various materials, the engineers, Barnett
& Herenchak chose galvanized steel as the most reliable answer to all requirements. D No other material
gives you the combination of corrosion resistance ,
strength and economy you get from galvanized steel.
D St. Joe supplies quality zinc-American industry puts
it to work.

250 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017
Tel. (212) 986-7474

BOOKS
(Co11ti11ued from page 88)

might seek refuge in the thoughtto-be academic neutrality of
semiology.
It was from quite opposite
perspectives that they reached
this position; Jencks under the
not-so-neutral tutelage, in respect
of semiology, with Banham; and
Baird from his eventua l association with Rykwert. In this context it is Joseph Rykwert's article "Meaning and Building"
(Zodiac 6) which must be considered the most influential thesis
on Baird's movement to semiology-and parenthetically on the
title of the book-a course which
produced the specia l issue of
Arena, from which this book is
an elaboration. Rykwert's art icle
which brings the linguistic idea
of "semantic" into an architectural context, was written partly
in reaction to his experience a t
Ulm (probably the subject of
another article) and partly as a
statement of a slightly variant
"formalist" position.
One is not prepared to speculate on the particular infighting;
which may or may not have been
the reason for elaborating the
original Arena issue; (there was
supposed to have been a second
issue of the magazine devoted to
the same subject which never
appeared) . For example, part of
Banham's contribution to the
book was origin all y an attack on
Baird's Arena article, which, now
substantially rewritten, has lost
some of its initial vita lity.
This somewhat goth ic introduction, with its esoteric cast, is
necessary to substantiate the
more important issue which,
again, remains unarticulated in
the book. What one is arguing,
is first, that there was an inevitable cross-ferti lization which occurred, especially in England,
when the first English architects
returned home with their particular version of the American
experience; and second, while
the ideas were thought to have
changed, the same basic argument was being debated.
It is thus understandable that
this book, far from developing
the semiological theme of the
original Arena issue, becomes a
battleground for a new, emerging alignment of ideas, on the
surface seemingly engaged on different grounds than before, but
in reality only reiterating the
uncertain ambivalence between
what Colin Rowe has called "social guilt," and the des ire to
alleviate this condition through
the projection of a populist im-

age of the physical environment.
The focus of this new attack on
"arch itecture" appeared in the
guise of a new "non-style," content-free functionalism, which
was argued by Banham and
Cedric Price. Thus the introduction of semiology. while again
not acknowledging the underlying elitist-populist debate was at
least an attempt to refute the
"new-functionalist" position.
However, there is a two-fold
problem with the Baird argument. First, his thesis is unstructured by a general theoretical
framework, and second, his use
of such a tentative hypothesis as
a polemical stick is characteristic
of the empirical attitude concerning semiology present here.
For example, both Baird's and
Jencks' reliance on the Sausurrian concept of langue and
parole seems to present a fundamental difficulty. Sausurre's
use of parole, according to
Noam Chomsky, is unconstrained
by a concern for linguistic rules
except as they concern the forms
of words and the patterns of
sounds; langue becomes merely a systematic inventory of observable items. This in itself
leaves unexpressed the problem
of basic regularities which pertain
to particular languages as well as
to language in general. Syntax in
this view of language becomes a
rather trivial matter, and as can
be seen from Jencks' diagrammatic formulation, it is not even
considered.
In brief, to talk about meaning in architecture is one thing;
to then shift the ground to semiology is quite another issue. To
further equate semiology with
semantics, hence to return to the
problem of meaning, seems an
elision at least worthy of some
mention. But then further to
a lmost totally deny the existence
of pragmatics and syntactics in a
semiological framework must be
considered more than an accidental oversight.
A discussion of semiology in
architecture confined specifically
to semantics is one possible structure for such a book; then presumably people like Umberto
Eco, Roland Barthes, Abraham
Moles, Vittorio Gregotti, Nelson
Goodman, and Paul Ziff would
have provided a more definitive
text. On the other hand, if a
discussion of meaning is the centra l issue, then questions of
metaphor, rhetoric, and image
certainly should have been presented. The question of meaning

is after all a problem of value,
and in a climate of opinion so
eroded by facts, the reintroduction of a discussion of values
would have been welcome.
It is the conflation of these
two themes, semiology and meaning, plus the addition of peripheral issues to this discussion,
which seem to cut across and
blur the intention of the argument. In addition, the side note
comments become particularly
annoying because of their brev·
ity and lack of context; they
simpl y appear as another form
of vintage English sniping, usually reserved for votes of thanks.
In this case they become symptomatic of not only an ad hoc, empirical and unfortunately English approach to theory, but also
their general tone reveals the
more pervading problem of the
manner in which theory is regarded today. As an issue of
Arena, the contributions of Colquhoun, R ykwert, Baird, and the
Sam Stevens translation of the
Luigi Moretti piece, were both
polemical and , in the context of
a magazine, commendable. In its
expanded state, even though one
va lues the addition of Frampton, Norberg-Schulz, and Choay,
the book becomes diffuse. It is
neither polemical nor academic;
neither definitive nor directional.
To see this book as merely
poor semiotics would be to miss
a quite interesting coup d'oeil
of recent architectural history.
To consider each article in its
individual context would be to
miss the point of their juxtaposition. This collection remains
provocative partially because of
these flaws, which serve as an
initial indication of a larger debate : the still undrawn lines between architecture as an elitist
phenomenon, and architecture
as a popular social remedy.
Certainly the publisher George
Braziller should be commended
for giving us in America a book,
which for many might be considered as having little cha nce
on the commercial market. However, even if this book did not
signal a deeper problem, for the
contributions mentioned abo ve

it woulcl be more than adequate.
In the end it is probably too
much to ask of an anthology
that it be consistent in both orientation and quality of presentation. It may be that one is asking for an elegant souffie in an
era when architectural theory
and criticism can hardly provide
us with enough bread.

~====== Membrane is a conventional asphalt or coal tar
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protection board.

Will snow be a problem on your next plaza design? "Plaza Six",
another proven All-weather Crete insulated plaza design, solves this
problem with snow melting coils in sidewalks, ramps and loading
areas over occupied areas.

l

There are seven other AWC Plaza Systems. Each is developed for
a different purpose. These systems are being used today by leading
architects throughout the nation. Why? Because no other type of
insulation offers so many advantages in plaza construction. Heavy
density All-weather Crete acts as an insulating cushion to protect
the waterproof membrane, thus solving a failure problem often
encountered in other systems. The K factor is .46; it has excellent
load bearing capabilities and can be sloped or applied level. There
are other advantages too.
Check out "Plaza One"-Two-Six-all Eight! Write for a full color
brochure complete with diagrams and specifications. (You may
want to design "AWC Plaza Nine" yourself.)

Selection of Electric Heat-Recovery
System for Dallas Office Building
Based on Versatility and Economy

The new headquarters building for the Gifford-Hill Company in Dallas, Texas.

PROJECT: The Gifford-Hill Bu ilding, Dallas, Texas.

Harwood K. Smith & Partners, Dallas,
Texas. CONSULTING ENGINEERS: Zumwalt & Vinther,
Dallas, Texas.
ARCHITECTS:

DESIGN CHARGE: To design a headquarters building
containing executive and engineering offices for
a large manufacturing corporation that would express architecturally the nature of the company's
business-the manufacture of concrete and
cement products.
DESIGN RESPONSE: The Gifford -Hill Building is a 6-

story structure constructed of reinforced, sandblasted, natura l colored concrete with textured
precast concrete panels on two sides and rein forced concrete and solar bronze glass on the other
two sides. All six floors of the building are given
over to executive, general , and engineering offices.
A partial basement contains a mechanical room for
the structure's electric space conditioning equipment. At the outset of the design, it was apparent
that the building would have an excess of internal
heat the year around, a fact that led to the selec-

tion of an electric heat-recovery system because it
would make it possible to economically acquire
heat where it was in excess, deliver it to spaces
needing it, and reject the overage out-of-doors.
Consulting Engineer Clarence Gilmore's design is a
hybrid medium-pressure, constant-volume , ducted
heat recovery system incorporating a single-duct
network for the interior spaces and a double-duct
network for the peripheral areas. (Described in
detail in Item 6, Page 2.)
The system has proved to be very satisfactory,
Mr. Gilmore reports, and adds that it offers the
desired balance of compactness, modernity, reduced maintenance, and economy of operation . A
major advantage of the system is its ability to
handle the steady-state heating requirements of
the peripheral zones during even the coldest
weather without supplementary heat. Spaces near
the two masonry walls , however, are affected by
the thermal inertia of the masonry which tends to
slow the return to normal temperature after a
period of setback. At such times, duct heaters installed in these spaces are energized to aid in
bringing them up to design temperature.
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CATEGORY OF STRUCTURE:
Commercial-Office Building
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
Area : 102,498 sq ft
Volume: 1,230,500 cu ft
Number of floors : six and a basement
Number of occupants : 475
Number of rooms : 100
Types of rooms: executive and engineering
offices, meeting rooms, kitchen, cafeteria

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS:
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Glass : single
Exterior walls: glass and insulated metal-panel
curtain walls on two sides; 8" precast lightweight textured concrete sections ( R= 8) on
other two sides; Li -factor : 0 .1 3 avg.
Roof and ceilings: built-up tar and gravel on l"
rigid insul. (R = 4) over concrete deck, steel
deck and joists; Li-factor: 0.18
Floors: concrete
Gross exposed wa ll area: 38,600 sq ft
Glass : area: 13,700 sq ft

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CONDITIONS:
Heating:
Heat loss Btuh : 1,240,000
Normal degree days : 2363
Ventilation require ments: 20,000 cfm
Design conditions : lOF outdoors; 75F indoors
Cooling:
Heat gain Btuh: 1,930,000
Ventilation requirements: 20,000 cfm
Design conditions: lOOF dbt, 78F wbt outdoors,
75F, 60% rh indoors
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LIGHTING:
Levels in footcandles: 80-200
Levels in watts/ sq. ft: 2-8
Type : fluorescent and incandescent

HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM:
Two centrifugal chillers, one rated at 167 tons
and the other at 133 tons, with double-bundle
condensers supply warm and cool water to two
air-handling units, one for the three higher floors,
the other for the lower floors . The air hand lers
deliver cool air year around to induction boxes
in the interior areas through a single-duct network. Pneumatic controls and dampers regulate
the mix of cool primary air and warm air induced
from the return plenum above the ventilating t ile
ceiling in response to zone tempe rature . Heat
recovered from interior zones is transferred by
the chillers to the warm water loop for the peripheral areas or to a roof-mounted water tower
for dissipation outside. In the heating season
both warm and cool air are delivered by the air
handlers to mixing boxes in the peripheral areas
through a double-duct system.
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ELECTRICAL SERVICE:
Type : underground
Voltage: 265/ 460v, 3-phase, 4-wire, wye
Metering: secondary
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CONNECTED LOADS:
Heating & Cooling (300 tons) 562 kw
Ventilation
127 kw
Lighting*
400 kw
Water Heating
42 kw
Cooking
108 kw
Other
138 kw
TOTAL
1377 kw
*Including outdoor lighting
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INSTALLED COST:*
$ 9.31/sq ft
4 .97 I sq ft
$14.28/ sq ft

General Work
$ 954,207
Elec., Mech ., Etc.
509,500
TOTALS
$1,463,707
*Build ing was completed l/ 66

HOURS AND METHODS OF OPERATION:
Building is occupied 57 hours a week; computer
room operates 24 hours a day.

OPERATING COST:
Period : 7/12 / 67 to 7/11/68
Actual degree days : 2450
Actual kwh: 4,674,960*
Actual cost: $39,332.74*
Avg. cost per kwh: 0.84 cents*
*For total electri ca l usage
Billing
Degree
kwh
Amount
Date
Days Demand
331,920 $ 3,059 .10
8/10 / 67
686
357,840
3,167.44
9/11/67
673
314,640
2,974.49
10/10/67
13 686
328,320
2,724.46
11/ 8/67 178 764
356,400
2,880 .50
12/ 8/67 239 777
480,240
3 .691.02
1/11 /68 792 920
432 ,000
3,362.02
2/ 9/68 404 855
524,160
3,868 .93
3/12/68 608 894
464,400
3,464.96
4/11/68 191 816
352,800
3 ,3 61.03
5/10/68
23 803
369,360
3,405.42
6/11/68
2 777
362,880
3,373 .3 7
7/11/68
777
4,674,960 $39,332.74
TOTALS
2450

FEATURES:
The double-duct system is capable of handling
the steady-state heating requirements of the
peripheral zones during even the coldest weather
without supplementary heat. Spaces near the
two masonry walls, however, are affected by the
thermal inertia of the masonry which tends to
slow the return to normal temperature after a
period of setback. At such times, duct heaters
installed only in these spaces are energized to
aid in bringing them up to design temperature .

REASONS FOR INSTALLING ELECTRIC HEAT:
At the outset of the design, the physical characteristics outlined for the building indicated that
it would have an excess of internal heat year
around. The electric heat-recovery system was
specified because it would make it possible to
economically acquire heat where it was in excess, deliver such heat to spaces needing it, and
reject the overage out-of-doors.

PERSONNEL:
Owner: Gifford-Hill Companies Retirement Trust
Arch itects: Harwood K. Smith & Partners
Consulting Engineers: Zumwalt & Vinther, Inc.
General Contractor: Gotham Electric Co .
Electrical Contractor: Bock Const. Co.
Mechanical Contractor: Geo. Linskie Co.
Utility: Dallas Power & Light Company

PREPARED BY:
C. B Mallet, Jr. , Supervisor, Commercial Sales,
Da llas Power & Light Company.

;llFl~Y: ~~
R. R. San Miguel, Architect

c:

~

~~o tJ!J~ , /c
Clarence F. Gilmore, P.E.

NOTICE: This is one of a series of case histories of buildin gs in all structural categories. If you are an architect or
con sulting engineer; an architectural or e nginee ring st uden t ; an educator; a government employee in the structura l
field ; a builder or owne r , you may receive the comp lete se ri es free by filling out the strip coupon at the left and
mailing it to EHA. If you are not in one of the above categories, you may receive the series at nominal cost.

TOP :
AZTEC
TERRATONE

TOP:
TAPESTRY
TERRATONE
•

BOTIOM :
AZTEC CAM EO BLACK

BOTIOM:
TAPESTRY
CAMEO BROWN

Finally ... The wall product that has it all ... Structural strength, color, permanence, economy and "personality". New, deep relief random textures and a
wide range of variable color systems provide walls with a 'custom ' appearance.

Best of all, true economy is the result. You can count on less than $1.50 sq . ft.
at the site (east of Miss. River) .. . Textured Stark
Tile lays up as easily as any masonry wall yet ...
presto! It 's all finished ... and beautifully, excitingly, dramatically, forever . . . with minimum
maintenance. In addition it's flame spread rating is
zero, highest resistance possible to stains , scratches
and effects of weather. There's more, much more
call your Stark Ceramics ' rep. or distributor
for the whole beautiful story.
STARK CERAMICS , INC .. CANTON . OHIO 44701

The right acrylic for the Wright building.

As usual, when Frank Lloyd Wright designed the Marin
County, California government building, he designed a
building that was years ahead of its time .
In some ways it was even ahead of the products available
with which to build it.
Frank Lloyd Wright designed this building with vaulted
skylights made from acrylic sheet . The only problem was
that the acrylic sheet available when the building was constructed wasn't up to the demands of the design.
In the few short years since it was built, the skylights in
the original wing of the building have deteriorated from
exposure to ultraviolet rays to the point of opacity. And the
welded seams have collected dirt particles in such quantity
that they're unsightly.

Because it's continuous cast, Swedcast is available in
practically unlimited lengths . So you seldom have to worry
about we lded seams leaking or collecting dirt .
Swedcast's unique formula and the continuous casting
process give it higher resistance to ultraviolet degradation .
So, in the period of time it took the original acrylic to deteriorate, the Swedcast skylights still look like new.
So now you can follow Frank Lloyd Wright's lead . Feel
free to make architectural use of acrylic sheet. Because
now there's an acrylic sheet that's up to your designs.
Swedcast, the continuous cast acrylic sheet. Just think
what you could do with it.

In the meantime, a new wing was built . This time, Swedcast-the only continuous cast acrylic on the market-was
used for the vaulted skylights.

Swed low. Inc ., 7350 Empire Drive . Florence, Kentucky. 4 1042

On Readers' Service Card. Circle 224
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A chair that works, for people who work
If you're like most of us, you
and your clients spend about a
third of your lives sitting
behind desks, working.
So, each of you needs a chair
that is comfortable, good looking and well priced, yet is
built to help get your job done.
Our new Double-Shell chair is
that kind of chair.
It helps you work better.
It's good looking, very comfortable, well priced, and has
some terrific engineering features that no other chair has.
For example, the Double-Shell
construction lets us fasten
cushions and covers so they
can't come loose or bunch up.

This helps you work better.
The Double-Shell idea also
gives an incredibly strong and
stable fastening point for the
chair base. It won't wobble.
This also helps you work
better.
And, a unique trim channel on
the outer shell protects both
chair and desk from getting all
nicked up, and saves you from
aggravation.
This has to help you work
better.
It has many other good ideas,
all built into eight models
that swivel, tilt, roll or telescope according to your particular needs.

See them now at your Steelcase
showrooms. Steelcase DoubleShell chairs, the general office
chairs of the 70's.
Showrooms and Offices:
New York - Chicago - Grand Rapids
San Francisco - Philadelphia
Boston - Cleveland - Dallas
St. Louis - Atlanta - Detroit
Los Angeles - Portland, Oregon
Toronto - Montreal

Steelcase
Furniture That Works
For People Who Work.

Ripple_fold ®Drapery Heading System
Only Kirsch offers this unique draw drapery system
that eliminates pleats and pins. reduces both orig(nal
"tailoring" and future maintenance costs.
Ripplefold is contemporary styling at its best. Flat
panels of light or heavy. thickly or loosely woven
fabric. fall into graceful. undulating folds. And
drapery hanging is quick and easy. Draperies simply
"snap" on and off.

Architrac ®Traverse Systems
Versatile is the word for these systems. Four dual
track and five single track styles provide choices for
wall. cei ling or overhead mounting; recessed. corner
or perimeter treatments; and cord or hand operation.
Anodized aluminum tracks complement contemporary casings for windows or sliding glass doors.
Dual-channel styles permit one- and two-way draw
to 40'. multiple-draw to 80'. Draws for singlechannels are 24' and 48'.

Electrac ®Traverse System
Operates draperies without draw cords. pulleys. gears
or separate motor. A revolutionary power capsule is
magnetically powered along the rear of the rod,
drawing draperies as it goes.
The power switch can be located anywhere. and
you can either build in Electrac to new designs. or
simply plug Electrac into existing outlets. Operates on
any 110 v. outlet Electrac is available in Ripplefold
and Accordia-Fold. as well as in a wide range of
decorative finishes.

Accordia-Fold ®Drapery Heading System
Snap-on. snap-off simplicity. plus the slimly tailored
look to complement today's crisp architectural lines.
Accordia-Fold utilizes Compact Architrac; a track
that is just one-half inch deep. Mounts flush to
ceilings. behind cornices.
This system gets its name from the sharp, trim.
accordion-pleated folds into which the panels fall.
And drapery materials stack into half the space
needed for pinch-pleated draperies. look the same
from either.side.

Who else but Kirsch gives you so
much to work with? Who else has the
breadth and depth of product line to
give you all the latitude in the world
in designing your window effects?
So if you ' re thinking about a
particular design but aren't sure it's
practical from the drapery point of
view, call us and ask.
One thing is certain: when it comes
to window treatments, if Kirsch drapery
hardware can't do it-it can't be done.
So give us your problem and see what
we can do. Fair enough?

Who else gives you so much to work with?

Kirsc"
DRAPERY HARDWARE

On R eaders' Service Card, Circle 227

Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum, Oakland, California. Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Architects/Engineers, San Francisco.

Get your doors ready for action
with LCN Smoothee® surface-mounted door closers. "Smoothees"
are famed for the flawless door control they provide ... for
their simple good looks ... for the way you can count on them for
year-in, year-out, trouble-free, attention-free service. Look them

TECHNOLOGY
Automated parking system
speeds cars underground
An automated underground parking garage, imported to the U.S.
from Switzerland, empties out
cars faster than city streets can
absorb them , according to its
developers.
Called Rotopark, the computercontrolled system can be installed
underground , leaving air rights
fr ee for construction and commercial development and earning
mon ey in the meantime. Theoretically, the system could also be
installed -underneath an existing
structure if the building configuration allowed it.
The key to the system's installation possibilities is its shaperoughly that of an underground
doughnut, which leaves a central
core free for building utilities.
Even with th e central core, the
develope r says the system holds
more cars th a n a conventional
ga rage on the same sized plot.
The size of the system may
vary to include from three to six
parking levels, each containing
two to fiv e indepe ndent concentric rings. Each ring level has a
train of rubber-wheeled parking
platforms connected in carousel
fashion. Each train has one
empty space throug h which the
vertical conveyor for delivering
ca rs can pass up and down.
To use the system , a driver
mere ly drives into a street-level
booth a fter stopping for his keypunched ticket. Then he leaves
th e ca r and walks outside. A faila fe device signals the system that
there is no one in the booth, the
doors lock and th e parking cycle
starts. A computer preselects a
parking space for the car and
moves an open platform in line
with the vertical conveyor.
When the car is ready for stor-

age, the floor of the booth lowers
slightly and retracts, revealing
the comb-like racks (see photo,
below) of the vertical conveyor,
which supports the car wheels.
Then the conveyor lowers the car
to the designated parking p lace.
The transfer to the open p latform occurs when the conveyor
combs pass through simi lar combs
on the edges of the parking plat-

form.:.~~e;ving the car ~on the p lat-

..
&•

.

:
•

•

form. The conveyor then continues its descent to the bottom
of the shaft. Simultaneously, a
new set of combs is positioned at
the top of the shaft.
The system has an electronic
control to insure that the various
operations are synchronized. And,
with conveyor racks a lways ready
at the bottom and the top of the
shaft, the system is always ready
to either store or retrieve a car.
The whole operation for one car
takes less than one minute.
The system was develop ed by
the Swiss company Rotopark,
which has installed it successfully
in Europe. The Otis Elevator
Company will work with Rotopark to ma nufacture, install a nd
maintain it in the U.S.
Accord ing to Otis, the primary
advantage of th is system over
other automated parking methods i its simplicity-there are
only two stop systems and precise
leveling is not necessary. Also, a
back-up system is built in and
when it goes into use, an operator and service department
are automatically called.

......... ..•.
.....................

.......

It's a cold fact: CORDLEY COOLERS

HELP ARCHITECTS, BUILDING OWNERS
and MAINTENANCE MEN ALIKE!
ARCHITECTS : Put a Gordley in an alcove. Or on walls you can't build
into. Or in b usy spots where lots of people gather. Rich cabinet colors
patte rn ed vinyls. Low-height accessory fountains for children, too:
OWNERS: Gordley coolers keep service costs low. Deep-drawn basin
and st ream-breaker keep any excess water from splashing on walls,
f loors or c lothin g. Users enjoy a refreshing and healthful cold drink.
MAINTENANCE MEN: Wall-hung coolers mount flush-to-wall and off
the floor. Stainless steel top is crevice-free. Both floor-cleaning and
cooler-c leaning are easier and faster. Sanitary, squirt-free bubbler.

DISPENSER
C

OLE

DIVISION

PRODUC S

799 ROOSEVELT RD., BUILDING NO. 4 , SUITE 20
GLEN ELLYN , ILLINOIS 60137
Consult Sweets Architectural File or write for complete catalog.
Sparkling

Strainer lifts out with

all-stainless

Modern, easy-to-remove

stee l cabinet available.

cabinet gives the serv-

simple standard tool.

Sa n itary app ea rance.
Idea l for hosp itals, la boratories, schoo l s, etc.

iceman 3-sided access
to compactly designed
refrigerating unit.

Drain can be cleaned
completely w i thout re moving the coo/er top.

lllaasing Ille riglll daar
is 1au lier lllan 1au lllink ...
Bui llark aan pul gau an
Ille righl 1raak.

Each door installation encounters a number of different materials handling, temperature and building requirements. That's why we make the widest range of manual
and automatic Industrial and Cold Storage Doors in the industry. Not to make
your task more difficult, but to make sure that you can select the one door
type that best suits your needs. Our specialists can help you make that selection.
Send for your catalog. Specify whether Cold Storage or Industrial. Today.

69 Myrtle St. Cranford N. J 0701 6
Tel .201-272-5100Telex 13-8268

READERS SERVICE FILE
PRODUCT LITERATURE
To order material described, circle indicated number

on self-addressed Reader Service Card, facing page 104.

DOORS/WINDOWS

601

Industrial and cold storage doors,
manual and power operated, with,
galvanized steel, aluminum or Kayon
(TR) plastic skins over urethane
cores. Clark Door Co. On Reader's
Service Card, circle 101.
Catalog includes technical information on LOF glass; includes VariTran
(TR) and Vigilpane (TR) SA 68. Libbey-Owens-Ford Co. On Reader's Service Card, circle 102.
Catalog 170/0V covers typical installations, specs, test performance data,
ASTM acoustical testing and rating
procedure. Door, frame, acoustical
seal details. Overly Mfg. Co. On
Reader's Service Card, circle 103.
4-pg performance data sheet details
acoustical, visual and structural characteristics of Acoustic Twindow (TR),
new environmental control window
unit, ideal for noise reduction applications. PPG Industries, Inc. On Reader's
Service Card, circle 104.
Plexiglas in Architecture-24-pg fullcolor catalog shows full range of
architectural uses for acrylic sheet:
glazing, fascia, sunscreens, domes.
Rohm & Haas Co. On Reader's Service Card, circle 105.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

602

4-pg 4-color brochure on Norelco intercom systems. Describes appl ications and features. Philips Business
Systems, Inc. On Reader's Service
Card, circle 106.

turing specialty and popular mosaic
tile such as: Venezico, Valencia,
Granada, Candysticks, many others.
LATCO PRODUCTS. On Reader's Service Card, circle 109.

COATINGS/SEALANTS
FURNISHINGS

605

New 20-pg brochure presents the
traditionally-styled 1400 Series desks.
Illustrates double and single pedestal
desks, Convertible storage units, credenzas and tables. Steelcase, Inc. On
Reader's Service Card, circle 110.

HARDWARE

604

"Anso is the Answer." A color brochure answering the most frequently
asked questions about commercial
carpeting. Allied Chemical Corp. On
Reader's Service Card, circle 107.
Catalog #FL104 details and illustrates
properties of Enjay's laminated floor
tiles. Enjay Fibers and Laminates Co.
(Nevamar) On Reader's Service Card,
circle 108.

24-pg fully illustrated booklet gives
information on choosing correct type
of hardware for every type of entrance.
Kawneer/ Amax Co. On Reader's Service Card, circle 112.
"Electrac by Kirsch." 12-pg full-color
brochure with complete technical information on linear motor-powered
drapery traverse rod. Kirsch Co. On
Reader's Service Card, circle 113.
16 pgs of catalog and special information on LCN Door Closers, includes
surface mounted, overhead, concealed
and floor models. LCN Closers. On
Reader's Service Card, circle 114.
devices-8-pg brochure
contains illustrations and diagrams of
complete line of fire control equipment
for doors. Norton Door Closer Div.,
Eaton Yale & Towne, Inc. On Reader's
Service Card, circle 115.
1970 Condensed Catalog. New 20-pg
catalog describes full line of advanced
architectural hardware including specs
and function charts. Sargent & Co. On
Reader's Service Card, circle 116.

INSULATION
Complete catalog file in true color reproduction available for LATCO, tea-

614

AROFLINT (TR) Two-Package Polyester-Epoxy Systems. Technical bulletin
details use and performance of AROFLINT high durability resins. Describes
ways to gain design flexibility, durability with spray, roller, brush coating.
Ashland
Chemical
Co.
On
Reader's Service Card, circle 118.

606

12-pg booklet on Architectural Hardware for Schools and Colleges covers
wide variety of hardware items; many
unusual designs, information re Corbin's Master Keying System. Form
No. K-873. P & F Corbin Div., Emhart
Corp. On Reader's Service Card, circle
111.

Fire control

FLOOR COVERING

rinks. 16-pg technical brochure including charts, tables, specs, etc. Silbrico
Corp. On Reader's Service Card, circle
117.

608

Thermal insulation for roof decks, reroofing, parking decks, plazas and ice

Manual of sealant caulks and glazing
products shows techniques and materials used as architectural sealants.
Form 3568. DAP, Inc. On Reader's
Service Card, circle 119.
Stain samples on wood: AIA information manual and 16-pg Stained Wood
Idea Book. Olympic Stain Co. On
Reader's Service Card, circle 120.

1970 24-pg catalog illustrates drinking fountains, plumbing fixtures and
trim. Includes drawings, special application data. The Halsey W. Taylor
Co. On Reader's Service Card, circle
126.

ROOFING/SIDING

616

12-pg illustrated brochure on Alliance
Wall porcelain on steel and aluminum
. . . laminated veneer and insulated
panels. Includes illustrations, specs,
detail drawings, sample finishes. Alliance Wall Corp. On Reader's Service
Card, circle 127.
New 16-pg full color 1970 brochure
contains specs, applications and warranty information on U.S. Gypsum
roofing and siding products. Includes
color charts, illustrations. United
States Gypsum Co. On Reader's Service Card, circle 128.

WALLS/LAMINATES/
PARTITIONS 618

Thoroseal brochure explains how to
waterproof basements, foundations,
concrete and block buildings; how to
eliminate rubbing concrete. Standard
Dry Wall Products. On Reader's Service Card, circle 121.

8-pg color brochure on wall coverings.
Complete specs including physical
property information, color collection,
and so forth. Columbus Coated Fabrics, Div.
Borden Chemical. On
Reader's Service Card, circle 129.

PLUMBING EQUIPMENT

"Panel Systems 1970." 8-pg 4-color
illustrated booklet gives installation,
application and maintenance data on
panels for high-moisture areas and
large-area commercial applications.
Formica Corp. On Reader's Service
Card, circle 130.

615

12-pg 2-color catalog shows American's complete line of laundry machinery. American Laundry Machinery
Industries, Div. McGraw-Edison. On
Reader's Service Card, circle 122.
Form C 150. 12-pg color catalog of
water coolers. Architect illustrations.
Gordley Prods., Dispenser Div., Eaton
Yale & Towne, Inc. On Reader's Service Card, circle 123.

Spec information on all panels includes Marlite plank and block, Korelock and firetest panels. Marlite Div.
Masonite Corp. On Reader's Service
Card, circle 131.

1970 16-pg catalog on Oasis Water
Coolers. Gives spec data, applications,
with full-color illustrations. Includes
selector guide. Ebco Mfg. Co. On
Reader's Service Card, circle 124.

Textured structural tile data sheets
available. Short form, specs, sizes and
trim units available. Stark Ceramics.
On Reader's Service Card, circle 132.

Comprehensive 4-pg color brochure
together with reply paid postcard enabling enquirer to obtain specific quotations/information from manufacturer quickly. Richard Fife, Inc. On
Reader's Service Card, circle 125.

4-pg full color brochure illustrates
VMP Movable Steel Partitions. Gives
specs, special features of these flexible partitions. Virginia Metal Products, Div. Gray Mfg. Co. On Reader's
Service Card, circle 133.
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THOROSEAL PLASTER MIX spray-on finish was applied to the entire
exterior and some interior poured-in place concrete surfaces of this
new men's residence hall in Texas. An interesting, rough texture
was achieved, which gives added character to the attractive
appE'!arance. It was decided that best results could be obtained
by an applied cement-base finish that would also waterproof at
the same time. Again THOROSEAL PLASTER MIX has lived up to its
reputation as an outstanding protective-decorative, lifelong finish.

STOP ROBBIN& CONCRETEI
THORO PRODUCTS waterproof-finish concrete economically
Jackson Hall, Southwest Texas State College, San Marcos, Texas.
Arch.: Harvey P. Smith & Assoc., San Antonio. Contr.: Citadel Const.
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VENEZICO • GRANADA
AZ ULEJOS • JEWELS
WATERWAVE • FACET
CANDYSTICKS • VALENCIA
OSTARA • WELSH PAVER

1

Latco is a specialist in tile! With unique
designs from all over the world and an inventory from all the great tile centers, Latco
offers a treasurehouse of dramatic textures,
special configurations, unusual motifs and
rich colors. Interior or exterior, commercial
or residential ... Latco provides out-of-theordinary tiles for every purpose.
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3371 GLENDALE BOULEVARD • LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90039
TELEPHONE: (213) 664-1171

CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS?

Superdurable AROFLINT ® based coatings rival
glazed materials and baked metal finishes in
every architectural category but cost!
Today construction budgets might be constricted
- but your imagination need not be. Let
AROFLINT based coatings trigger creative new
effects, both decorative and protective, at a real
savings to clients too! Achieve strikingly
beautiful effects rivaling ceramics in durability
and far surpassing them in brightness, color,
and versatility.
Why not discover how AROFLINT based
coatings give you an artistic and economical
answer to glazed materials for both interior and
exterior applications. Open client doors to new
business. For local sources of AROFLINT based
coatings, write us: Ashland Chemical Company,
Resins & Plastics Division, Eight East Long
Street, Columbus, Ohio 43216.

(Affix old address label below-or fill in former address)

(New Address)

FIRM

CITY

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ _ _ _,ZIP_ __

Also, if you write us about your subscription, be
sure to give both old and new addresses, the
type of subscription and your ZIP code.

Ashland

Cut out and mail to: Circulation Manager, Architectural FORUM
18 East 50th Street New York, NY. 10022

Ashland Chemical Campanq
DIVISION OF ASHLAND OIL, INC.

We need those numbers on the address label.
They help speed up the change-for which
please allow up to six weeks.

ACR-14

We're kno~n as difficult people.
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We do the difficult metal roof iobs.
Maybe you'll never be asked to design a city-sized snow shelter, but you
may be interested in some of our
smaller jobs . We've been putting roofs
over people's heads for more than 80
years now and have covered up more
things than the CIA.
We offer a 20 -year warranty against
leakage and workmanship on any roof

erected under our supervision. All
Overly roofs are metal, and none of
them are dependent on sealants of any
kind . All joints are designed around a
mechanical interlocking joint system
which permits expansion and contraction even during extreme weather
changes. We believe water is for drinking, not for dripping.

Ove.1y
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

The next time you ' re asked to cover
something up, give us a call. At Overly,
one of our favorite games is " Can You
Top This?"
Overly Manufacturing Co., Architectural Metal Division , Department lG
Greensburg, Pa . 15601.
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When you call in your architect, it's time to consider the Norelco
Mastercom MlOO. This new intercom system now sets the standard for
modern internal communications. It offers instant hands-free operation
... assured privacy of conversations ... and superb voice reproduction.
Matching handset also available.
Installation is simplified, using a single 8-pair cable and noiseless
all-electronic control pack, only 3.1 cubic feet small. The ha ndsome
rosewood stations can be easily relocated without rewiring. And the
system allows for unlimited expansion.
A Norelco specialist will gladly survey your intercom needs and supply
facts on costs and savings. Call him today. See the yellow pages under
"Intercommunication Equipment" or mail coupon tod ay.

PHILIPS BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
100 Ea st 42nd Streel , New York , N . y_ 1001 7

Gentlemen:

Please send full details on the
N orelco Mastercom MI 00
•

Company Name _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

•

My Name _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Street Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ ,Z ip _ _ _ __
Af 770

DICTATION EQUIPMENT • MASTERCOM SYSTEMS • ELECTRONIC PRINTING CALCULATORS
On Read ers' Service Card, Circle 235

OFFICE COMPUTERS

OF GREAT DESIGN
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Flight, from man-made wings, to the
moon landing, has been a constant
improvement in technology and
design . The new Norton Apollo closer
represents a similar evolution .
Power adjustment (plus or minus
25 %) to tune the closer to its
environment. An improved rack-andpinion design plus adjustable backcheck to protect cl o ser and door on
all types of mounting. Easy application
with non-handed installation; just
specify regular arm, parallel arm
or top jamb.
Narrow projection for the needs of
contemporary decor . .With covers; in
anodized bronze, brass or clear
aluminum; in 67 exotic and native
woodgrains f.or job-site finish; plus
all other popular finishes.
A new Norton Closer, an evolution
of closer improvements, for
today's architecture.

NEW

APOLLO

NO RTO N ®

SERIES 7700 CLOSERS

Looking for ideas? Marlite has
80 more where these came from.

